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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
I declare as a Naturalized US Citizen that those who willfully,
knowingly and intentionally caused Panic and Fear across our
country and Inflicted Emotional Distress on millions and millions of
innocent Americans are Traitors and Terrorists.

SHOOTING ILLUSION
Dec. 14, 2012
WOLFGANG W. HALBIG

IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter One

The Lies before the School Shooting

What parent would open a bank account on the day their
child was shot and killed at an Elementary School?
www.SandyHookJustice.com

My name is Wolfgang W. Halbig, and I am a National School
Safety Consultant. I have been recognized in both federal and
state courts as an expert witness in all aspects of school safety.

I’ve spent a lifetime learning from the best when it comes to
law enforcement, my military experience, as a head football
and baseball coach, a teacher, risk manager, assistant school
principal and finally as Director of School Safety for a school
district of 65,000 students, which had its share of school
violence.

Each job allowed me to be trained by those who have lived a
lifetime of dealing with criminals, taught by the best in the
military in becoming a Disaster Preparedness and Combative
Measures Instructor, coaching both boys and girls in high
school, understanding hazardous waste, mold, asbestos,
managing school facilities with 60 plus acres, evaluating
teachers, and finally given the trust by a school board to
develop a school district emergency management plan for all
schools and all of our school district employees.

Yes, I am 68 years old and only hope that now I can share my
lifetime of work experience with others in making every school
a safer place for children to learn and teachers to teach.

Every school district in the United States does an outstanding
job on a daily basis dealing with 99% of school emergencies
because we have been trained for medical emergencies, we
have been trained for serious student discipline issues, and we
have been trained on serious weather issues.
The problem that we still have is that other 1% that can
happen anywhere and anytime in any school district in this
country.
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SHOTS FIRED or a STUDENT HAS A GUN is when there should
be NO doubt whatsoever in any school employee’s or school
administrator’s mind as to what he or she must do to protect
the children and school staff.

In this chapter we will study as to how this Sandy Hook
Elementary School Shooting was advertised in the social media
by numerous organizations who are highly respected by
millions and millions of users every day before the first shot
was ever fired inside the elementary school. So whom do we
believe? YOU HAVE A CHOICE.
Fool me once, I understand.
Fool me twice, I start asking questions.
Fool me three times—THAT will never, ever happen
because you have been caught in a lie.

THE LIES POSTED BY HIGHLY RESPECTED SOCIAL MEDIA
NETWORKS
GO FUND ME SUSPENDED MY ACCOUNT ON OCT. 9, 2014
FOR FRAUD, AND LOOK WHO IS COMMITTING THE REAL
FRAUD-GO FUND ME
FOOL ME ONCE:
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HOW DID SHE KNOW?
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How did she know?

GOOGLE SUPPORTS NEWTOWN UNITED WAY WESTERN CT
ON DEC. 11, 2012.
NO SHOTS FIRED YET AT THE SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AND THEY ARE COLLECTING DONATIONS.
FOOL ME TWICE—NOW WE START ASKING QUESTIONS.
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GO FUND ME, THE UNITED WAY WESTERN CT, AND NOW
WE HAVE THE UNITED WAY IN NORMAN, OK POSTING
SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SHOOTING
FUNDRAISING BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT WAS EVER FIRED
INSIDE THAT SCHOOL!
NO SHOTS FIRED AND PEOPLE ARE MAKING MONEY.

NO SHOTS FIRED INSIDE THE SCHOOL, YET
FAMILIES NEED MONEY?
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AS YOU CAN SEE, EVEN YOU TUBE POSTED THE YOUCARING
FUNDRAISER ON DEC. 10, 2012 AND NO SHOTS HAVE BEEN
FIRED YET INSIDE THE SCHOOL.
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ONE OF THE MOST HIGHLY RESPECTED POLICE
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE COUNTRY FOR WOMEN, AND
THEY POSTED THE TRAGIC EVENT AT SANDY HOOK ON
DEC. 12, 2012 IN THEIR OFFICIAL PUBLICATION.

LOOK AT WWW.AMERICANPROGRESS.ORG AND WHEN THEY ISSUED THE
RELEASE OF THIS INFORMATION ABOUT SANDY HOOK AT THE TOP.
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IT IS EVEN PUBLISHED IN SPANISH FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT
SPEAK ENGLISH.

EVERYBODY KNOWS ABOUT THE SANDY HOOK SCHOOL
MASSACRE BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT HAS EVER BEEN FIRED.
HOW IS THAT EVEN POSSIBLE?
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NOW, EVERYBODY KNOWS FACEBOOK. EVEN THEY ARE
INVOLVED IN POSTING A PICTURE OF SOMEONE WHO IS
NOT EVEN DEAD YET, BECAUSE NO SHOTS HAVE BEEN
FIRED.

NO SHOTS HAVE BEEN FIRED INSIDE THE SANDY HOOK
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, KILLING CHILDREN AND SCHOOL
STAFF, AND THE WORLD ALREADY KNOWS.
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NO SHOTS FIRED INSIDE THE SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUT EVERYBODY KNOWS.

THE PUTMAN COUNTY NEWSPAPER EVEN KNOWS
NO SHOTS FIRED YET…
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THE MONROE COURIER NEWSPAPER POSTED ON DEC. 14,
2012 THAT THE SANDY HOOK CHILDREN WILL BE USING
CHALK HILL SCHOOL.
HOW IS THAT EVEN POSSIBLE?
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FAMILY MEMBERS COMPLAIN TO THE CT ATTORNEY
GENERAL THAT THEY DID NOT GET THEIR FAIR SHARE OF
THE $29 MILLION DOLLARS COLLECTED THROUGH
FUNDRAISING.
WHAT PARENT WOULD DO THAT WHEN THEY HAVE NOT
EVEN FILED A LAWSUIT?
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THEY KNOW I AM GETTING CLOSE, SO WHAT DO THEY DO?
THEY SUSPEND MY FUNDRAISING TO STOP MY LEGAL
CHALLENGES.

WITHOUT LEGAL FUNDS THEY KNOW THAT THEY WILL
WIN THIS OUTRIGHT FRAUD AND ILLUSION AGAINST THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE.
THEY CREATED PANIC AND FEAR AND INFLICTED
MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF AMERICANS WITH
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
SANDY HOOK IS AN AMERICAN GAME CHANGER, AND I
NEED YOUR HELP.
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SHOOTING ILLUSION
Dec 14, 2012
IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
WOLFGANG W HALBIG

YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter Two

The Lies After the School Shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary
In this Chapter you will learn all about the lies during the worst
Elementary School shooting in the US coming from Ct State
Troopers and Newtown Police Officers as to their actions on
Dec 14, 2012.
What makes this Sandy Hook Elementary school shooting even
more tragic is the fact that you have CT State Troopers and
Newtown Police officers under sworn police affidavits falsify
their witness statement as to their actions on Dec 14, 2012.

Law Enforcement, whether they are Federal, State or local
police officers must at all times respond truthfully as to their
roles and responsibilities on Dec 14, 2012 or what have we
become if we cannot trust our own Law enforcement officers
when responding to the most horrific and heinous crime scene
at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
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THE SHOT OUT GLASS WINDOW AT THE SANDY
HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON DEC 14, 2012 IS 42
INCHES 1/3 HIGH AND 35 INCHES 1/3 WIDE
PLEASE LOOK AT THIS PICTURE VERY CLOSELY
PICTURE 16 HIGHLY TRAINED CT STATE TROOPERS
ENTERING THIS WINDOW AT SANDY HOOK
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WITH THEIR LONG RIFLES

NOW YOU WILL READ THEIR OWN SWORN POLICE
AFFIDAVITS WHICH ARE FELONIES IF FALSIFIED
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PLEASE NOTICE: 9:35:43 am Dec 14, 2012 first 911
call
Not one of the first Newtown Police responders entered
through the shot out glass window at Sandy Hook when
entering the school at 9:43:23 am on Dec 14, 2012, so
why have 16 Highly trained Ct State Troopers enter
through he shot out glass window?
Read their CT State sworn police affidavits and you
decide whether it is the truth or a lie.

1. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00002060

BADGE NO 1085 . . This is posted just as it was written I did
not do spell check for them.
Newtown Police Department LT's office 3 Main Street
Newtown, CT Action Taken: Newtown L T, Vanghele
provided a typed statement. "On 12/14/12 at
approximately 9:35a.m. I was at my desk at the Newtown
Police Department completing paperwork. I heard over the
radio system that officers were being dispatched to what
appeared to be gunshots at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
A group of State Troopers then started to walk into
the school from the front door. I believe they walked
in through the broken front window. They each had
their guns drawn and were asking what was going on.
Now picture 16 Ct State Troopers with rifles being observed
by a Newtown Police Lt entering the Sandy Hook School
through that shot out glass window.
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You have a choice to see it as them telling the truth or
are they lying?
2. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
CFS Report#: 1200704559
TAKEN: BADGE NO 0837 on 12/14/12 at
approximately 0930 hours, I was parked at Troop A
writing a report in my vehicle. Dispatcher Brennan put
out a radio transmission that there was an active
shooter at a school in Newtown. I put my vehicle in
gear and headed westbound on 1-84. I asked dispatch
which exit to use to get to the school. As I
approached the front entrance of the school, I
observed the broken glass on the ground near
the doors. I observed several troopers and police
officers inside the lobby of the school. I entered
the school through the broken glass window on
the right side of the main doors.
WHY?
How is that possible when they the police
officers inside could have opened the doors and
not disturb the crime scene?
Another unbelievable sworn police officers
statement:
3. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
(REVISED 2/3/06) CFS Report#: 1200704559 –
00019631 BADGE NO 0174 Action Taken: On
12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was at
the Woodbury Resident Trooper's Office completing
paperwork, when I heard Troop L broadcast that
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Newtown was responding to an active shooter
incident. Upon hearing this, I left my office and
responded towards Newtown in my assigned cruiser.
I arrived at the scene. As I pulled into the parking
lot, I parked my vehicle away from the main
entrance and behind several rows of cars that could
be used for cover. I exited my vehicle and retrieved
my shotgun from the trunk and observed TFC
Blumenthal #690, do the same. We then proceeded
towards the main entrance of the building. As I
approached, I observed a large hole in the
glass window to the right of the main doors,
which were closed. TFC Blumenthal and I
entered the building through the hole in the
glass window.
WHY?
How is that even possible when that window has
shattered glass everywhere and good seriously
injure someone by all the broken hanging glass?
It is a crime scene.
4. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
(REVISED 2/3/06) CFS Report#: 1200704559 –
00026724 BADGE NO 0149 On December 14, 2012,
I was the dayshift supervisor at Troop A. At 0937 I
was in my assigned cruiser in the Kmart Plaza, South
Main Street, Southbury, when I heard the first
transmission from Dispatcher Betsy Brennan of an
active shooter at the Sandy Hook School, Newtown. I
made my way to 1-84 west via the #15 on ramp as I
instructed all my western patrols toward the school,
with the eastern patrols to start heading in that
direction (CSP radio time: 09:37:38). I also told my
deskman, TFC Chris Kick #811, to get an address for
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us so that we did not have to look for it. While en
route, Regional Dispatch Deskman TFC Loomis
broadcasted more than once that the shooter was in
the main office area. As our cars were coming to a
stop, Lt. Hofbauer radioed that he and M.Sgt. Davis
had arrived (CSP radio time: 09:46:30). I did not
sign off at the scene. We immediately exited our cars
and ran toward the school's entrance with our
handguns drawn. Lt Hofbauer ran along the
driveway, in front of parked cars. M.Sgt. Davis and I
ran behind this row of parked cars and then turned
left, between parked cars, to run toward the front
door. We all re-grouped, as we got closer to the
entrance. I could not clearly see through the glass,
but I could see a very large hole shattered in the
glass to the right of the main doors. I remember
considering that the front doors might be locked, and
I did not want to stop moving until I was somewhere
with cover. I know that I considered going through
the window. As we approached the door I
remember seeing Lt. Hofbauer's hand grab the
door handle, and that I was off to his right. I do
not remember how I entered the school, but it
may have been through the window.
HOW CAN YOU NOT REMEMBER? The lie comes in
a later report.
How can a sworn trained police officer not remember
how you and the others entered the school on Dec 14,
2012?
5. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
(REVISED 2/3/06) CFS Report#: ~-200704559 ·00251204: Action Taken: ·BADGE NO . '0842 ; " On
12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in my
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assigned cruiser off duty in the Town of Southbury
when I heard a radio broadcast for an "active
shooter'' at the Sandy Hook Elementary School, 12
Dickinson Street, Newtown, Connecticut. I
immediately responded to the school, following the
directions that were being broadcast over the radio. I
arrived a short time later, at the same time as
Trooper Cipriano. When I arrived at the school, I
observed several civilians behind the parking lot on
Dickinson Street. I then recognized Detective Mudry
running toward the main entrance of the school.
Detective Mudry called out to me and Detective
Mudry and I entered the main entrance of the
school either through the front door or the
broken window. How is it again that sworn
trained Ct State Police officer cannot remember
how they entered the school on one of the most
tragic school shootings in Elementary School
history?
6.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
(REVISED 2/3/06) CFS Report#: 1200704559 00019631 Sgt Roden BADGE NO 0174 Action Taken:
On 12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was
at the Woodbury Resident Trooper's Office completing
paperwork, when I heard Troop L broadcast that
Newtown was responding to an active shooter
incident. I exited my vehicle and retrieved my
shotgun from the trunk and observed TFC Blumenthal
#690, do the same. We then proceeded towards the
main entrance of the building. As I approached, I
observed a large hole in the glass window to the
right of the main doors, which were closed. TFC
Blumenthal and I entered the building through
the hole in the glass window. WHY? I observed
Sgt. Cario #149 carrying a child, which appeared to
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be lifeless, out of the building. I observed two
Newtown officers, and between 4-5 troopers in the
lobby area. Trained Ct State Police Officers broke
every cardinal rule especially when they are
observing other officers inside the school.
7.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT CFS Report#:
1200704559 • 00041707 ACTION TAKEN: Page 1 of3
BADGE NO 0811 On 12/14/12, I was working as the
Troop A desk trooper. I was at the front desk at Troop
A when the "bat phone" rang at approximately 0936
hours. I answered the phone and was greeted by
Disp. Betsy Brennan. Brennan informed me that there
was a shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
Upon arrival to the school, I entered the school
parking lot from Dickinson Dr. and traveled to the
right side of the parking lot. I drove to the far end of
the parking lot and positioned my vehicle on the front
right corner of the school, near the front doors. I
exited my vehicle and ran across the front of my
vehicle to the front doors of the school. Upon
approaching the front doors, I observed that the
windows to the right of the doors were broken
and glass was on the ground outside of the
school. I am not sure if I checked the doors to
see if they were locked but I eventually entered
the school through the broken glass windows.
As I climbed through the windows, I observed a
Newtown officer to my right. WHY THROUGH THE
GLASS WHEN YOU POLICE OFFICERS INSIDE?

Trained Ct State Police Officer again having to enter the
front of the school through the broken shot out glass
window.
Why? Police are inside.
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8. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY- Page 1 of 2 INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06) CFS Report #: 1200704559
– 00027950 ACTION TAKEN: On 12/14/12 at
approximately 0935 hours, I was in Southbury, CT
when Troop A dispatch put out a broadcast that there
was an active shooter situation in Newtown, CT. I
traveled westbound on I-84 and exited at exit 10.
When I arrived, I went to the front left corner of
the building and met with TFC Benecchi.
Benecchi and I proceeded across the front of the
building to the front door. As approaching the
front door, I noticed a hole in the glass window
on the right side of the front doors. Benecchi
and I met Lt. Hofbauer and MSgt Davis at the
front door. We all entered the building through
the broken window and entered into the lobby
of the school.
WHY?
This is an Lt and a MSGT who should know better. Now
these four Ct State Troopers would have disturbed
the furniture inside the school since the hole in the
glass was no that great? Not one of them removed
the remaining glass in order to prevent them from
being seriously cut by the broken glass.
Why is the furniture still in place after all those CT
State Troopers entering that broken glass
window?

9. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
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(REVISED 2/3/06) Page 1 of 3 CFS Report#:
·1:200704559·- '00007591 On 12/14/12, I learned of
an "active shooter" at Sandy Hook Elementary
School, 12 Dickinson St. Newtown, CT from Lt.
DeNecchia. I then recognized Det. Zullo crouched
behind a dumpster on the side of the school
with his long gun in a down range position. I
called out to Det. Zullo to make entry into the
school. We entered the main entrance through
either the front door or broken window.
This is a high profile Mass Casualty Shooting at an
Elementary school on Dec 14, 2012 you just don’t
forget how and what you did that morning.
10. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E)
(REVISED 2/3/06) Report#: 1200704559 • 00011235
0336 BLUMENTHAL, WILLIAM On 12/14/12, at
approximately 0930 hours, I was on Route 8
Northbound near Exit #32, in Waterbury. Troop A
Dispatchers broadcasted the report of an ~Active
Shooter", in Newtown. I immediately started heading
west. Shortly after, I heard them announce the
location, Sandy Hook Elementary School, followed by
directions for the responding cars. We headed to the
entrance located along the North side of the building.
One (1). One-ounce slug shotgun round, of an
unknown color, fell from my ammunition bandoleer,
while crossing the parking lot. I recovered this later.
As we approached the school, I saw a CSP cruiser,
(later identified as TFC Kick's #811 assigned vehicle),
near the patio/doorway. Lt Davis, was standing
outside the vehicle. · Sgt Roden and I
approached and joined an entry team. Utilizing
the blown out window, we joined other officers
and entered/secured the lobby area.
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11. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT

OF PUBLIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 213/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00025074
0336 HOFBAUER, MICHAEL R. Page 1 of3
BADGE NO 0040 On 12/14/12 at
approximately 0937 hours, I was at Troop
A when I overheard dispatch call out an
active shooter at the Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown. At this
time, I clarified the location of the school
at the Troop A sergeant's office. Arriving
at the front doors of the school, an
unknown Newtown Police Officer had
gained entry into the lobby and opened
the front door for me. Master Sergeant
Davis and Sergeant Cario then followed
me into the lobby. Now we have a huge
distortion of the truth taken under oath by
other Ct State Police Officers.

Report#: CFS 1200704559- 00007290
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETYINVESTIGATION
CFS NO INCIDENT DATE TIME INCIDENT DATE TIME PRIMARY
DAVIS. MICHAEL D.
BADGE NO
0053

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0930hrs. I was working at the Troop
A, Southbury barracks, as the master sergeant (executive officer).
While in my office I could hear the troop radio on channel 1 A.
I heard the Troop A dispatcher state that there was an active
shooter situation in Newtown at one of the elementary schools.
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Lt Hofbauer and I immediately went to the Troop dispatch room to
get more details about the address and then raced out to our
individual cruisers.
I drove my assigned cruiser (138UTZ), which was outfitted with a
MVR camera system.
Upon turning on the vehicle I activated my lights and sirens and
camera system.
I proceeded to 1-84 west behind Lt Hofbauer to the scene off exit
10.
LtHofbauer pulled into the parking lot behind the second rows of
parked vehicles and I parked to his right.
Lt Hofbauer called into Troop A, announcing "040 and 098-31 ."
We both exited our vehicles and ran toward the front door of the
building.
Upon reaching the front door I entered behind Lt Hofbauer as he
held the door for me and immediately observed the two lifeless
bodies of two white females, approximately 10-15 feet in front of
the front entrance.
This MSgt should go to jail for lying on his sworn Ct State
police affidavit.
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What a HUGE LIE: This includes a Ct State Police Lt
and a CT State Police Master Sargent.
Let’s Look: CFS Report #: 1200704559 – 00027950
ACTION TAKEN: On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935
hours, I was in Southbury, CT when Troop A dispatch
put out a broadcast that there was an active shooter
situation in Newtown, CT. I traveled westbound on I84 and exited at exit 10. When I arrived, I went to
the front left corner of the building and met
with TFC Benecchi. Benecchi and I proceeded
across the front of the building to the front door. As
approaching the front door, I noticed a hole in the
glass window on the right side of the front
doors. Benecchi and I met Lt. Hofbauer and
MSgt Davis at the front door. We all entered the
building through the broken window and
entered into the lobby of the school.
At this point I have lost faith in anything that the CT
State Police have to say.
How you entered that school and searching for other
suspect’s is a moment that you will never ever
forget.
These sworn police statements just on their
own warrants a grand jury investigation or
since this event created Panic and Fear on a
National Level and Inflicting Emotional Distress
upon millions and millions of American it should
also warrant a Congressional investigation.
Why has this not happened yet almost two years
later?
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CAPSTONE EXERCISE:
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SHOOTING ILLUSION
Dec 14, 2012
I declare as a Naturalized US Citizen that those who willfully,
knowingly and intentionally caused Panic and Fear across our
country and Inflicted Emotional Distress on millions and millions of
innocent Americans are Traitors and Terrorists.

IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
WOLFGANG W HALBIG

YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter Three

The Lies After the School Shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary
THE HOOK

This chapter will reveal how Homeland Security and
FEMA through professional scriptwriters used the
HOOK on every American who watched the Breaking
News on all of our National Television Networks.

It is the key for movie producers and movie directors in
getting loving and caring families emotionally engaged
in the movie or action scene taken place.
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So lets take a look on how they HOOKED millions and
millions of Americans in getting emotionally attached to
the Sandy Hook Elementary School Massacre on Dec 14,
2012.
Always remember that the first 911 calls came into the
Newtown Police Department Dispatcher at 9:35:43 am
on Dec 14, 2012.

ACTION

9:39:17 Nute: "Alright, I have reports that the teachers saw
two shadows running past the building past the gym which
would be the rear ... Alright they still hear shooting."

This call is coming from the Newtown Police dispatcher
“Nute” to all other police officers caught everyone
listening and watching the National Breaking News
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reports are now HOOKED on what was happening
behind the Sandy Hook Elementary School gym.

Two shadows running past the building past the
gym in the rear makes us believe that those are the
shooters and we are now emotionally attached to watching
this call unfold.

The next video we see on all of there National Breaking News
Channels are the police officers via helicopter footage which
has NO date or NO time stamp chasing someone into the woods
up a hill behind the Sandy Hook Elementary School.
Now they the police officers chasing someone can be heard on
live Breaking National News screaming at 9:39:34 am
McGowan: "Yeah, we got him. They're coming at me down
Crestwood."
You have now been HOOKED.

So to UNHOOK YOU I will show you the picture that you are
seeing on the National News Channels to convince you that this is
real and to get you emotionally attached to the chase and not to
leave your TV.
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NO DATE OR OFFICIAL TIME STAMP

Please observe the chase of a man into the woods that is
running by a 20X20 storage shed behind the Sandy Hook
Elementary School gym just as reported by “NUTE” the
Newtown Police Dispatcher. This storage shed has been
searched.
Here you see him.
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What do you see that is not right?
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Now is 1 chasing number 2?
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As you now look at the picture below you need to ask
yourself the questions as to how did 4 get in front of 1 and
2
I have the video that shows this as shown for you in these
pictures.

Now where does 5 come from in this chase?
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It gets better:
Who is now chasing whom in them woods?

Here you have 7 police officers I am assuming and we
cannot find one sworn police affidavit from those 7 as to
what exactly unfolded in them woods on Dec 14, 2012.
Why?

Look at the official time stamp on this photo.
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OFFICIAL TIME STAMP WHEN CHASE STARTED
Please look at the truth and get angry at the lies

I have the actual LIVE helicopter footages showing the
start of this famous chase in the woods that is supposed
to HOOK every one watching the Breaking News on
National Television on Dec 14, 2012.
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The chase actually starts at the front entrance of the
Sandy Hook School Shooting when one person takes off
and others follow.
So who are the chasing since it is right after a big lunch
in the cafeteria which you will se in Chapter Four.
Hope you can see what I see and the lies?
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SHOOTING ILLUSION
Dec 14, 2012
IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
WOLFGANG W HALBIG

I declare as a Naturalized US Citizen that those who willfully,
knowingly and intentionally caused Panic and Fear across our
country and Inflicted Emotional Distress on millions and millions of
innocent Americans are Traitors and Terrorists.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter Four

The Lies After the School Shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary
HOW CAN LAW ENFORCEMENT EAT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF
SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL?
This chapter will bring back many memories of when I worked as a
Florida State Trooper in Miami, Florida.
At 25 years of age and a novice at the time in working homicides in
vehicle fatalities and learning about how to properly conduct death
notifications brings back so many flashbacks when reading and
observing the CT State Police, Newtown Police Officers and the
Sandy Hook Volunteer Fire Departments actions on Dec 14, 2012.
How can you as a police officer with that adrenaline rush you must
be dealing with even think about eating inside the Sandy Hook
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Elementary School where the children’s blood must be splattered
everywhere, bodily fluids, brain matter exposed and we just take
our custom ordered made subs, chips, bananas, gator aid and other
drinks take them inside the school and have lunch which is a crime
scene.
Please research crime search procedures and protocols used by
the FBI, State Police and Local police and you will find that we do
not eat lunch inside that crime scene.
There are reason one of them you should be sick to your stomach
just observing children and teachers being massacred inside that
Elementary School.
What kind of law enforcement officers are these who break all the
criminal crime scene procedures and place food about emotions?
Let’s take a look and let the pictures tell the real story:
IT IS ONLY 12:20:52 pm WITH CHILDREN AND TEACHERS DEAD
SOMEBODY PLACED THE FOOD ORDER.
WHO IS THE INCIDENT COMMANDER THAT DAY?
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CUSTOM MADE SUBS AND THEY HAD TO GO AND PICK THEM UP

LOOK VERY CLOSELY AND HE THE POLICE OFFICER HANDPICKS HIS
BANNANA TO EAT.
SOMEONE HAD TO GO SHOPPING BECAUSE POLICE ARE VERY
PICKY ABOUT THEIR BANNANA’S.
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WHAT DID I TELL YOU

THIS IS GOING TO BE A GREAT LUNCH
Laughing before lunch. It is ok kids and teachers are dead
nothing we can do now but to eat.
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TIME TO START TAKING ALL THE FOOD AND DRINKS
INSIDE THE CRIME SCENE FOR US TO EAT AND DRINK

HEY I NEED SOME HELP WITH ALL THAT FOOD
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LOOK AT THOSE GREAT LOOKING BANNANAS SOMEONE
DID A GREAT JOB PICKING THEM OUT FOR ALL OF US TO
EAT

MY GOD I AM STUFFED WHERE IS THE NEAREST
RESTROOM?
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Why order all those Porta Potties when you have so many
urinals and toilet stalls inside the Sandy Hook Elementary
School?

So many nice and clean toilet stalls
Those sinks are too high for Elementary School per
building codes for schools.
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OH MY GOD WE CANNOT FORGET THE SANDY HOOK
VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT LOOK AT THOSE HUGE
PIZZA PIES ENOUGH TO FEED OUR CREW.
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Shannon Hicks I belief must be very hungry after taking
those Iconic pictures of all the children evacuating the
Sandy Hook School.

HERE YOU HAVE JESSIE LEWIS MOM STOPPING AT THEIR
FAVORITE COFFEE SHOP BEFORE HEADING TO SANDY
WITH SHOTS FIRED AND THEY EVEN BRING COFFEE FOR
THEIR FRIENDS.
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Scarlett Lewis has time for her own personalized coffee?

THIS CAN ONLY HAPPEN WHEN YOU HAVE A
HOMELAND SECURITY AND FEMA CAPSTONE
EXERCISE.

As you know this picture was taken at the Sandy Hook
Volunteer Fire Department. Look at the brown jeep it is
the give a way.
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SHOOTING ILLUSION
I declare as a Naturalized US Citizen that those who willfully,
knowingly and intentionally caused Panic and Fear across our
country and Inflicted Emotional Distress on millions and millions of
innocent Americans are Traitors and Terrorists.

Dec. 14, 2012
IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
WOLFGANG W HALBIG

YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter Five

The Lies After the School Shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary
This chapter will expose The Newtown Bee and the associate
editor Shannon Hicks beyond a reasonable doubt, and I will
accuse them of outright FRAUD in hopes that they will file a
lawsuit of slander against me.
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The actions of the owner, publisher, editor and all of the
associate editors brings into question the ethical standards of
The Newtown Bee when publishing photographs of children,
school staff and law enforcement and willingly, knowingly and
intentionally claiming that the iconic evacuation pictures of
children and staff from Sandy Hook Elementary School were
taken on Dec. 14, 2012 at 10:09 a.m. or shortly after.

I have provided you, the reader, with photo documents and
articles that were posted in Time Magazine using Shannon
Hicks own words as to her emergency response to Sandy Hook
Elementary School on Dec. 14, 2012 when hearing shots fired
on her scanner in her office at The Newtown Bee.
HER STORY: Do you believe the story?

Hicks was one of the first people at the scene of the shooting,
which left 20 children and seven adults dead, including the
shooter.
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She was “behind the first dozen police officers,” said John Voket,
also an associate editor at the paper, noting that the firehouse
where Hicks is stationed shares a driveway with the school.
Please remember that John Voket, also an associate editor at

The Newtown Bee, did not arrive at the scene until 20 minutes
later to replace her so she could go to the firehouse and work
as a volunteer fireman.
So how did he, John Voket, observe her personally following
the first dozen police cars?
When Hicks got in the driveway, she started taking photographs
immediately through the windshield of her car, with one hand on
the steering wheel and one holding her camera, Voket said.

The Newtown Bee must be one of those newspapers where you
have associate editors who can see someone doing something
when they are not actually present to witness the event.
Cannot wait to get him under oath.
Voket arrived on the scene about 20 minutes after Hicks, he said, and
when he did, Hicks “passed the baton” to him editorially.
Did he actually see her take those pictures since he arrived 20
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minutes after her?
At 9:59 last Friday morning, Shannon Hicks pulled her 2006 Jeep Wrangler off
the road just outside Sandy Hook Elementary School. As associate editor and
photographer for Newtown, Connecticut’s local paper, The Newtown Bee, she
was responding to a radio dispatch heard over a local police scanner. (TIME
MAGAZINE)
How does she, Shannon Hicks, get by Sgt. David Kullgren, who parked
halfway down Dickenson Drive waiting for other police officers
protecting the crime scene?

Police arrive at 9:45:03 a.m. on Dec 14, 2012, lights on, blocking Dickenson Drive
and she just drives by them into an unprotected crime scene. She is allowed, but
not the ambulances?

At 10:09 a.m., 10 minutes after she climbed out of her vehicle, she
snapped the shutter on an elementary school class being led out of the
school by two Connecticut State Police officers.
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Here comes the first big lie by an associate editor from The Newtown
Bee:

Shannon Hicks took this picture of this Ct State Trooper running in
the parking lot, and we even have a woman watching the photo op.
Guess what time this picture above was taken by Shannon Hicks?
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Look at the picture above and observe the blue SUV and
black car with an open parking space.
Now find that space on the picture below and tell all of us
when that picture was taken by Shannon Hicks?
Remember, she did not arrive until 9:59 a.m. on Dec. 14,
2012.
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MAGIC
Here is a picture of TFC Zullo taken before 9:52:03 a.m. on
Dec. 14, 2012.
Who is lying?

CT State Police Sworn Police Affidavit
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559- -1
3 Main St, Newtown CT 06470
DATE AND TIME: December 15th, 2012 1500-1830 Hrs.

While in route to the scene, I directed two officers to approach the
school from the rear of the school via Crestwood Drive. All other
responding units were to stage with me halfway down Dickenson Drive.
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Who makes this stuff up to inflict emotional distress on
millions and millions of innocent Americans?
How did she get by the Newtown Police officers who were blocking
Dickenson Drive halfway down the drive?
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On 12/29/12, President Obama signed HR 4310, the 2013 National
Defense Authorization Act. Section 1078 (thomas.loc. gov/cgibin/query/z?c112:H.R.4310:) of the bill authorizes the use of
propaganda inside the US, which had previously been banned since
1948 when the Smith-Mundt Act was passed.
This bill appears to not only open the door to legalization of the
dissemination of propaganda in America, but would also legalize
covert infiltration of media organizations by government agents and
even the creation of media outlets that legally operate entirely as
government fronts.
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SHOOTING ILLUSION
Dec 14, 2012
I declare as a Naturalized US Citizen that those who willfully,
knowingly and intentionally caused Panic and Fear across our
country and Inflicted Emotional Distress on millions and millions of
innocent Americans are Traitors and Terrorists.

IDIOT BOX VERSUS COMMON SENSE
WOLFGANG W HALBIG

YOU HAVE A CHOICE
Chapter Six

How we respond to School Shootings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3QTCh3BLNE
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First we start with the truth about School Emergencies.
Schools across this country do an awesome job on a daily basis
when confronted with the 99% school emergencies that they face
everyday because they have been properly trained on how to
respond and communicate within the school and with parents.

• 99% of all school emergencies today are medical,
student discipline issues or severe weather.
• It’s for the other 1% that we truly need to be
prepared for.
We have so many people from the security industry telling you what
you must do when you have shots fired on your school campus or the
first 911 calls comes in telling you about what you should do when
their is a gun on the school campus or shots have been fired.
Every community and school is different. That means one school
emergency plan will not fit for every school district simply because
every school is designed differently, size of staff, number of students
and every school has different administrative leadership who believes
in School Emergency Staff Training or not.
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So what do we do?

When an emergency unfolds on any school campus, there are
four distinct time periods that every school system must be
prepared for:
THE FIRST 10 MINUTES
 We have the first of the 911 calls come in stating
that shots have been fired inside a school.
 Designated school administrator on the school
intercom calls for a Code Red or School
Lockdown
 School staff must follow the School Emergency
Management Protocols as trained by school
district.
 Knowing that law enforcement is on its way to
neutralize the threat or if you have a school
resource officer he or she will try to neutralize the
shooting threat.
 Law enforcements primary job when arriving is to find
the shooter or shooters and neutralize the threat or
threats.
 Highest priority is to make the school campus safe so
the Trauma Helicopters can land, Paramedics and
EMTS can treat the injured or those clinging to life.
THE NEXT 50 MINUTES
 This is called the Golden Hour.
 The School is Safe and now we bring every
possible medical resource into play because time
is of the essence when dealing with traumatic gun
shot wounds.
 The quickest and best medical care is from the
Trauma Helicopters because they can bring
Trauma Doctors with them on board.
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 Every injured victim must be taken to the
hospital as quickly as possible once the school has
been deemed safe.
THE REST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
 At the end of the school day the principal or
designee must hold a school staff meeting and not
allow any school staff member to go home
without knowing the truth as to what happened
on their school campus today.
 Rumors can make this school shooting get out of
control by outsiders.
SUBSEQUENT DAYS THAT WILL FOLLOW
 Columbine is the best example to give because no
matter how great the school is academically or
athletically you will never forget the horrific
school shooting in 1999.
 Lawsuits follow every school shooting except at
the Sandy Hook Elementary School Shooting.
Why no lawsuits?
Are you prepared when confronted with a serious emergency?
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THE SCRIPT USED TO COMMIT A CRIME AT
SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCRIPT: SANDY HOOK SHOOTING MASSACRE
LEAD ACTOR: Sgt. David Kullgren
Supporting Actors: McGowan (67) and Seabrook (95) and
Penna(D5) and Figol (81).
Supporting cast members: CT State Police, Newtown School
Board Members, City of Newtown and especially the Newtown
Police Department.

So what really happened on Dec 14, 2012?
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The Actual Sandy Hook Elementary School
Shooting Massacre Script
Shooting Script Uncovered in the Data Dump.
Produced by
Homeland Security and FEMA
Thanks to two CT State Troopers for having the courage and ethics in
allowing me to see the real Government Conspiracy.
PARTICIPANTS
President Barack H. Obama
Attorney General Eric Holder
Former FBI Director Robert Muller
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan
Ct Governor Dan Malloy
PLEASE STAND BY UNTIL YOU ARE NEEDED WE NEED THE
FROST TO MELT FIRST.

28 degrees and we have FROST ON THE GROUND.
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These two pictures tell the story to anyone with common sense.
They still have an Active crime scene and the two pictures show NO
urgency whatsoever in their feet knowing that they are still looking for
a second shooter.
OPEN YOUR EYES PLEASE.
These where NOT taken on Dec 14, 2012.

I am so glad we are all dressed properly for the 28-degree
temperature outside.

HAS THE FROST MELTED YET WE ARE READY TO GO?
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IT ALL STARTS WITH THE FIRST 911 CALLS

STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report #: 1200704559 – 00003262
ACTION TAKEN: The Detail Call for Service Report was received
from Newtown Police Department. This report is the call log from their
CAD system located in the dispatch center of the Newtown Police
Department, and pertains to the events of the Sandy Hook Elementary
School shooting incident.
Observe how the call was handled by “NUTE” the Newtown Police
Dispatcher.
Detail Call For Service Report:
Login ID: d30074 Print Date/Time: 12/15/2012 17:01
The date above is the date the report was printed for CSP
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From Date: 12/14/2012 09:35 call comes in
To Date: 12/14/2012 09:35
Areas: All
(203) 426-7657 Nature Of Call: You will not believe what they

wrote:
Call Type: P Unwanted Person: This is what is posted from the
first 911 calls.
NOT SHOTS FIRED AT THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
WHY?
Report Required: No

Status: Priority: Medium, now we know why it took 10
minutes for them to enter the school
Person Information

Lookup - - -. NEWTOWN E911 Caller 12 DICKINSON DR (203) 4267657
TOWN OF Newtown, CT
How did they know the license tag at 09:35 of the black Honda civic on
Dec 14, 2012 that was already logged in?

Plate: 872YEO Plate State:
Agency Type:
Primary Incident: 2012-00030519
Dispatch Time: 12114/2012 09:36:55 this is when Newtown Police
officers first hear of the calls which was unwanted person or shots fired
it is not listed as shots fired at Sandy Hook.
Why?
Arrive Time: 1211412012 09:50:28
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Why?
Created By: Nute,Robert
Canceled: No
Source: 911

Newtown Police Radio Transcription in their words and
timeline.
I will try to point out all of the misinformation and
inconsistencies within the sworn police reports.
Lies and misinformation in the report, as you will read
and see.
WE NEED THE POLICE DISPATHERS AUDIO
TAPES TO VERIFY THIS SCRIPT.
There are enough lies and misinformation by sworn
police officers, command staff and the Danbury State
Attorney to open a Grand Jury Investigation with a
Special Prosecutor appointed.
(BOLD ARE MY FACT FINDINGS)
I copied their comments as it was written in the script.
I made no corrections to their grammar.
COPIED AND PASTED THAT IS ALL I DID.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETYINVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)

CFS Report#: 1200704559-00179629
THE SCRIPT
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SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THIS ANYWHERE IN THE
SCRIPT THAT WAS WRITTEN JUST FOR THE
NEWTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT.
I FOUND THIS IN THE CT STATE POLICE SCRIPT.
DOES NOT MATCH.
10:35:13 405 to EMS Command: “I want your medics; bring
automatic [Defibs] to the Sandy Hook school.”
60 minutes have now past and they are asking for (DEFIBS) to be
brought to Sandy Hook.
How long will that take since we now have a request for vital medical
equipment?
They could have had Trauma Helicopters staffed with Doctors from
the Hartford Trauma Center in providing immediate urgent medical
care to the children and school staff that where shot seriously injured
or those clinging to life.
Who is the Incident Commander that is so reckless and negligent in
failing to provide the immediate and necessary medical care inside
the Sandy Hook School?
[Heart monitors are used to establish death after initial
triage assessments.]
10:36:00 Newtown and all responders on scene, the scene is
not active”
[It took an hour from first gunshots to finally clear the scene
of threats.]

WHY NO AMBULANCES WHO HAVE DEFIBS WHEN
TRANSPORTING?
TRANSCRIPTION REPORT: NEWTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT
RADIO TRANSMISSIONS
12-14-12
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First 911 calls come in at 9:35:43 am on Dec 14, 2012.
9:36:06 Nute: "67 (McGowan) Sandy Hook School caller is indicating she
thinks there is someone shooting in building."
“Nute” is the Newtown Police communication dispatcher and he is
calling 67 McGowan by telling him that a caller states there is someone
shooting in the building.
By reading this you would assume that McGowan 67 is out on the road
working but he is actually sitting at the police station.
Would you not let Sgt. Kullgren know first since he will be running this
entire script as the lead actor and controller of the event?
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETYINVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559- -1
FS-12-00704559 INTERVIEW/ STATEMENT REPORT
INTERVIEWED: Newtown Patrol Police Sergeant David Kullgren
3 Main St, Newtown CT 06470
DATE AND TIME: December 15th, 2012 1500-1830 Hrs
While in route to the scene I directed two officers to approach the school
from the rear of the school via Crestwood Drive all other responding
units were to stage with me halfway down Dickenson Drive.
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Sgt.Kullgren writes that he parked half way down Dickenson and
waited for others to arrive and then directs two Newtown Officers to
Crestwood Dr.
How does Shannon Hicks from the Newtown Bee get by Sgt. Kullgren
and his officers who are parked half way down Dickinson Drive and
blocking the road? It is only a two-way road from Riverside leading in
and out of the school.
“Nute” is in charge of the Newtown Police communication system that
day not the director of communication who is sitting and watching this
script unfold that day.
Her name is not important because she does absolutely nothing during
the entire day starting with the first 911 calls.
Again, why does he Nute only call 67 McGowan when he is in the
Newtown Police station?
Officer McGowan writes that "On 12/14/12 at approximately 9:30am I
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was on duty at HQ. At that time dispatch radioed me that there was a
report of what sounded like shooting at Sandy Hook School.
At that time myself and all other officers in the building ran to our
cruisers and started to the school lights and siren.
While coming E/8 on Church Hill Rd I radioed that I would be going to
Crestwood Dr, which is a road behind the school.
He did not decide this on his own he was directed by Sgt. Kullgren S6 to
go to Crestwood Dr.
Sgt. Kullgren, Captain Rios and the Chief of Police are all in the
Newtown Police Station and he calls only McGowan 67. Why?
9:36:32 Seabrook: "95, I am en route also."
9:36:34 Nute: "Roger 95 (Seabrook)."
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
9:36:38 Kullgren: "56, I am en route."
9:36:40 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) you're en route?"
9:36:48 Nute: "Units responding, units responding to Sandy Hook School,
the front glass has been broken out of the school, they are unsure why."
9:37:05 Seabrook: "95, I copy."
9:37:27 Nute: "All units the individual that I have on the phone is continuing
to hear what he believes to be gunfire."
9:37:40 Kullgren: "56 to 95, 67 (Seabrook and McGowan) if you come up
the rear of the school, on that Crestwood the back road, the other units will
take a staging point in the driveway."
9:37:54 Seabrook: "95 Roger."
Sgt Kullgren had directed 67 McGowan and 95 Seabrook to the back of
the school on Crestwood Rd so how is this even possible?
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INVESTIGATION
CFS Report #: 1200704559- 00079318
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
NEWTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT OFFICER LIAM
SEABROOK# 95 DASH CAM VIDEO TIMELINE
09:36:13 Off. Seabrook hears call dispatched regarding shooting at
SHES, returns paperwork to subject of motor vehicle stop and runs to
cruiser.
So how is he writing a speeding ticket at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012?
This is verified by the incident number on the log sheet at the Newtown
Police Department, which I have?
09:36:25 Off. Seabrook en route to SHES via Rte 25, Main Street.
09:41:05 Off. Seabrook meets up with Newtown LT Vanghele (driving a
department SUV) at the intersection of Church Hill Rd and
Connors/Wire Rd.
How is that even possible since we do not hear from Lt. Vanghele until
10:38:13 am in the Newtown Police Dispatchers transmission?
09:42:27 Off. Seabrook enters Dickinson Drive.
09:42:47 Off. Seabrook arrives and runs to the left
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
9:37:57 McGowan: "Copy."
9:38:26 Nute: "All units responding to Sandy Hook at this time ... the
shooting appears to have stopped.
It is silent at this time. The school is in lockdown."
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9:38:53 McGowan: "67 to 56 (Kullgren), I am going up Crestwood."
9:39:00 Kullgren: "Roger that, we will stage up here in the front and we will
go from there."
While in route to the scene I Kullgren S6 directed two officers 67 and 95
to approach the school from the rear of the school via Crestwood Drive
all other responding units were to stage with me halfway down
Dickinson Drive.
So how does Shannon Hicks from the Newtown Bee get by those police
officers when shots are being fired and they have a huge crime scene to
manage until it is safe?
9:39:12 Nute: "67 (McGowan) you're on Crestwood, Crestwood?"
9:39:16 McGowan: "Roger."
9:39:17 Nute: "Alright, I have reports that the teachers saw two shadows
running past the building past the gym which would be the rear ... Alright
they still hear shooting."
How is that possible when the Director of the communication center at a
911 Conference tells the audience that they received only four land line
911 calls on Dec 14, 2012 and all other cell phone calls went directly to
the CT State Police dispatchers?
This is the Director Maureen Will of the 911call center for the Newtown
Police Department.
Listen to her Key Note Speech as to how great they did on that tragic
day.
Only four land line calls she states.
She refuses to tell us who the fourth caller was. Why?
Listen to her own words in this video presentation.
http://youtu.be/w0wzp_u1aTA
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Maureen Will Director of the 911 calls center at the Newtown Police
station.
You will not see her name in the communication all day long.
Why?
Who made the fourth call?

First call from Halstead the secretary she said
Second call from a teacher she said
Third call from the custodian she said
Fourth call she refused to answer. Why?
To this date still do not know who the fourth caller was. Why?
9:39:34 McGowan: "Yeah, we got him. They're coming at me down
Crestwood."
Who is They’re coming at me?
9:39:46 Unknown (Bahamonde or Penna): "Come up the.driveway on the
left side."
9:39:56 Kullgren: "56, this is it."
This is it. What does that mean because he does not describe this is it in
his official sworn police report for Dec 14, 2012.
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Why?
9:40:02 Unknown: " .... Corner or vehicle" (unintelligible). McGowan's
response also unintelligible.
9:40:33 Seabrook: "95 start an ambulance and have them stage."
9:40:35 Barocsi: "Roger."
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
9:40:46 McGowan: "67 to 56 (Kullgren) do you know if this guy I got here
is involved?"
How would Sgt Kullgren know since he is parked half way down
Dickinson Drive and staging?
9:40:54 Unknown: "Behind the dumpster."
9:41:07 Kullgren: "Responding units, last known gunshots were in the front
of the building."
9:41:24 McGowan: "56 (Kullgren) I need a unit up here on the playground
side to secure this party."
9:41:30 Kullgren: "Do you have that person yes, no?"
9:41:34 McGowan: "I don't know, I've got a party on the side. I have
him proned out now."
Simple question from S6 Kullgren and McGowan 67 does not know.
9:41:39 Kullgren: "Roger that, units be aware that we could have a
secondary unit."
9:41:48 Seabrook: "95, I copy. Any description?"
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
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9:42:27 Kullgren: "Responding units again, be advised last known shots
were in the front of the school maybe the roof."
9:42:39 Penna: "DS eight- seven- two (872) yellow -echo-October ... may be
suspect's vehicle."
First 911 calls comes in at 9:35:43 am on Dec 14, 2012 and Penna 05 is
running a tag check outside the front entrance of the school using the
incorrect alpha letters law enforcement officers use when running tag
checks.
We say Yankee not Yellow and why is he running a tag check when he
should be neutralizing the active shooter inside the school who is
shooting children and school staff?
9:43:39 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
9:43:42 Kullgren: "Go ahead."
9:43:43 Nute: "Alright, just received a call uh ... we have one female in
room one who has received a gunshot wound to the foot. Uncertain of any
other injury at this time, advise for an ambulance. I have
ambulance staging."
How is this even possible?
Room One is the kindergarten room.
Crime scenes are room 9 and 8 and 10
Front Glass window shot out
Room One is located in a different hallway so how did she get shot?
9:44:05 McAnaspie: "03 (McAnaspieL 01 (Joudy) en route from court."
9:44:31 Chapman: "98."
9:44:32 Nute: "98 (Chapman)."
9:44:33 Chapman: "~v~yself and 92 (Smith) checked the perimeter of the
school. That party in custody; forty-nine-0-one (4901) (Newtown police
radio code for unfounded). We will continue checking."
Why did they the Newtown Police not run his name through the NCIC
data base as a 10-28-10-29 checking for any outstanding warrants etc.
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and have his name in the official data base?
9:44:43 Nute: "Received."
9:44:50 Kullgren: "56 ... we have a team of three entering the south east
portion of the school."
First 911 calls come in at 9:35:43 am and it is now 9:44:50 am on Dec
14, 2012 and No one has yet entered the school.
But they did run car tag check.
Over 9 minutes have passed.
We have conducted a car tag check and we have someone proned and
handcuffed out in the woods but they have not entered the school to stop
the shooter from killing children a school staff.
Why?
9:45:02 Barocsi: "Roger 56 (Kullgren), team of three entering the south east
portion of the school nineforty-five (9:45)."
9:45:17 Chapman: "98 to 56 (Kullgren)."
9:45:26 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
9:45:29 Chapman: "98 to 56 (Kullgren), would you like us to begin checking
the inside of the school as well?"
What a great idea since it is now 9:44:50 am on Dec 14, 2012 and
children and school staff are seriously injured and clinging to life
waiting for medical help.
9:45:43 McGowan: "98 (Chapman), standby. We are doing that now."
9:45:48 Chapman: "Roger."
9:45:51 Bahamonde: "Ok, I need units in the front of the school. I've got
bodies here. Let's uh .. get ambulances."
They the Newtown police enter the school at 9:44:50 am on Dec 14, 2012
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and have bodies at 9:45:51 am on Dec 14, 2012.
Who is checking the bodies to see if they are really dead?
Who is administering the SMART TRIAGE Protocol?
To just say we have bodies is unacceptable in any medical emergency.
Within one minute and one second from entering the school they have
conducted all the requirements of evaluating the bodies of children and
school staff whether they are legally dead.
How is that even possible? Only a Doctor or Certified Registered Nurse
in Ct can declare someone legally dead.
Has anyone checked the Pediatric Protocols for Children with
gunshots?
We at NO point ever observe an ambulance at the front entrance of the
Sandy Hook Elementary School.
Why then have been requested for the front entrance of the school?
9:46:00 Nute: "Is it safe to send EMS in?"
9:46:09 Barocsi: "54 (Bahamonde), the state is heading in."
Only the CT State Police have SWAT trained paramedics now entering
the school through the broken shot out window in front of the school at
9:46: 09 am on Dec 14, 2012 so how is Newtown the expert in triage and
death determination?
9:46:32 Nute: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)."
9:46:37 Kullgren: "56."
9:46:38 Nute: "Can I send in EMS?"
Does not allow Paramedics and EMT’S inside the school. Why?
9:46:43 Kullgren: "Stage them at the end of the driveway between the
firehouse and the school please."
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Do not send Ambulances to the front of the Sandy Hook School but they
have a fire truck in the parking lot that has been there from the very
beginning.
Why?
9:46:49 Nute: "Received."
9:46:57 Bahamonde: "54 (Bahamonde) ... the building is not secure, so we
can't have anybody uh ambulances coming in."
So why does the Newtown police officer ask in the first place for
ambulances knowing the building is not secure?
9:47:15 Seabrook: "95 ... make sure nobody enters or leaves this area, the
school."
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
9:47:23 Hull: "58 ... you can put me uh, at the school."
9:47:33 Kullgren: "56 to 54 (Bahamonde), can you assist with setting up a
perimeter front and rear?"
9:48:11 Kuiigren: "56 .. can we get a location of room one?"
9:48:28 Barocsi: "56 (·Kullgren), the caller stated it was by the playscape."
9:S0:39 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
9:S0:43 Kullgren: "Standby."
9:S1:31 Smith: "92 ... we've got one suspect down."
9:S1:33 Barocsi: "Roger 92 (Smith), one suspect down, nine-fifty-one
(9:S1)."
They now have a second suspect and again they fail to run his name
through the NCIC computer data base for record keeping purposes in
this high Mass Casualty Shooting.
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Why would the Newtown police department not run his name through
the NCIC data base to check for any outstanding warrants and for their
official files?
9:S1:39 Penna: "Where?"
9:S1:S1 Penna: "Where is suspect down?"
9:S2:00 Barocsi: "92 (Smith), location of the suspect?"
9:S2:04 Smith: "First hallway to the left."
9:S2:11 Barocsi: "OS (Penna) did you copy?"
9:SS:28 Penna: "OS ... be advised we should have multiple weapons
including long rifles and shotgun."
How does he know that information in the room? All where shot
supposedly with the .223 bushmaster rifle?
He shared that information with Officer Penna we do not see it or hear
it in any of the transmissions by Newtown communications or other
officers.
9:S7:S2 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
9:S7:S8 Kullgren: "Go ahead."
9:58:00 Nute: "I've got one EMS unit going to your location ... confirmed."
9:S8:07 Kullgren: "At this point... all we know at this time."
9:S8:14 Nute: "Alright, I've just been told by A2 (Newtown Ambulance)
that they are proceeding to your location. Is that confirmed that you want
their arrival?"
Medical urgency is not observed.
9:S8:24 Kullgren: "Stand by; I've got units in front of the school. We're
conducting (unintelligible) search at this time. 56 to 54 (Bahamonde) can
you (unintelligible) to that?"
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10:00:09 Kullgren: "56 to 67(McGowan)."
10:00:12 McGowan: "Go ahead 56 (Kullgren)."
10:00:17 Kullgren: "Ask the custodian ... we need a way to the roof and a
team up on the roof to clear the roof."
Since Columbine every police department has been trained to know the
school site plans and visit the schools and study the layouts in the event
of a School Emergency.
10:00:22 McGowan: ''Roger."
10:00:38 McGO\"Jan: "92 (Smith) is \Vorking on it.''
10:00:46 Penna: "OS ... we need busses here ... ASAP ... call Danbury if you
have to."
It is now 10:00:46 am on Dec 14, 2012 and not one Ambulance has been
seen at the front entrance of the Sandy Hook Elementary School to
transport children and school staff who are seriously injured and
clinging to life.
Why?
The first 911 calls came in at 9:35:43 am on Dec 14, 2012.
No Trauma Helicopters
No Paramedics and EMT’S allowed inside the school.
Why?
10:01:32 McGowan: "Down the hall (unintelligible) ... he has the way ...
(unintelligible)."
10:05:50 Smith: "92, we're going to be on the roof checking that area."
They are going to check the roof and yet we see that not one child or
school staff member who has been shot and seriously injured being
removed from the Sandy Hook Elementary School and transported to
Danbury Hospital.
Why?
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10:06:20 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:06:26 Kullgren: "56."
10:06:27 Nute: "There is a teacher, with students, in the kiln room, which I
am going to assume is an art room ... at that location and they cannot get out
of that room."
10:06:45 Kullgren: "56 on channel3, a kiln room, you got a location?"
10:06:52 Nute: "Uncertain of the location. She called from her cell phone.
She said it was the kiln room. I'm going to assume it's an art room."
10:07:01 Kullgren: "Roger, advise all parties that call to remain where they
are and they will be escorted out of the building."
10:07:08 Nute: "Received and that is what we have been doing."
10:09:19 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:09:22 Kullgren: "56."
10:09:24 Nute: "Uh, I've got fire staged in the front parking lot. They are
looking for your approval to go in."
Why not let the fire department in with their Paramedics and EMT’S to
transport those injured children and school staff members?
10:09:34 Kullgren: "Negative we are not secure at this time."
10:09:37 Nute: "Received, will advise."
10:09:44 Kullgren: "56 to any units with patients ... if you can safely
evacuate out the front of the building, do so."
Now at 10:09:44 is the first time we hear that injured children and
school staff can be evacuated to a hospital.
Why so long?
10:09:56 McGowan: "67 I copy."
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10:10:00 Seabrook: "58 (Hull) is that you behind the dumpster in the back?"
10:10:04 Hull: "Roger."
10:10:05 Seabrook: "Is there someone behind the dumpster with you?"
10:10:07 Hull: "Roger I have two parents."
10:10:10 Seabrook: "Roger."
10:10:13 Hull: "I'll be moving the parents to a safe location."
Still have not moved the injured children and school staff from inside
the Sandy hook School.
Why?
10:10:26 Seabrook: "95 to HQ."
10:10:31 Barocsi: "95 (Seabrook) hold on."
10:10:35 Barocsi: "95 (Seabrook) go ahead."
10:10:36 Seabrook: "If you could advise all units please, the roof is clear."
How is this possible when Seabrook 95 is still writing speeding tickets at
7 Meadow Brooke Rd at 10:15 am on Dec 14, 2012 as documented in the
Newtown Incident report number 2012-00030520?
10:10:40 Barocsi: "All units the roof is clear ten-ten (10:10)."
But they have yet to find the school secretary and the school nurse.
Why?
But the children and school staff shot and injured have yet to be
transported to Danbury Hospital or Bridgeport.
Why? Is the roof more important or does it just sound better?
10:10:46 Kullgren: "56 copy ... can we get the keys down here? We will
start clearing the secured rooms."
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10:10:52 Seabrook: "56 (KullgrenL the keys should still be in the janitor
closet lock (unintelligibleL the access to the roof."
Why should they be in the closet when they actually have the janitor
with them who has the grand master keys for the school?
10:11:05 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) did you copy that?"
10:11:24 McGowan: "67 to any unit near State Police let them know I have
Detective Frank (02) with me. He is in civvies, green striped shirt and an
AR-15."
10:11:40 Kullgren: "Message relayed."
10:11:48 Kullgren: "56 to 02 (Frank) If you can stand out front and assist
with security. We have plenty of uh ... Newtown and CSP."
10:12:15 Kullgren: "56 to 95 (Seabrook)."
10:12:19 Seabrook: "Go ahead, roof."
10:12:22 Kullgren: "If you can get those keys down here, we're going to
start clearing these secured rooms please."
10:12:28 Seabrook: "Ok, roger, they should still be in the lock ... of the
janitor's closet. We're down by the entrance. We are on our way back down
now."
10:14:02 Barocsi: "56 (KullgrenL Redding is en route; two officers and an
ambulance."
10:14:08 Kullgren: "Roger, stage them out in the front please."
10:14:15 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) repeat."
10:14:48 McGowan:
10:14:55 Kullgren: "56 copy."
10:15:16 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), we have DA out at Subway over there on
Church Hill. They are stating they would like police presence. They said it
was related to the shooting. No further information.
Called in by DA."
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The DA is out at Subway.
Did you know that four teachers climbed out the Sandy Hook
Elementary School window and ran through the woods to Subway?
So you now have the police, the DA and four teachers at Subway.
10:15:32 Kullgren: "Roger that, see if we've got a supervisor in the front of
the school that can spare a unit to head up there."
10:15:40 Barocsi: "Roger, Newtown to 54 (Bahamonde)."
10:15:45 Pisani: "04."
10:15:46 Barocsi: "Negative ... S4 (Bahamonde) are you at the front of the
building?"
10:16:05 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), do you want me to have Redding go over
to that location?"
10:16:10 Kullgren: "Roger that, have Redding go."
10:16:13 Barocsi: "Roger."
10:17:03 Seabrook: "95 to 56 (Kullgren), do we ah .. know where the set of
keys is? We need them forthe .. uh .. library's off shoot closet."
10:17:13 Kullgren: "We are just opening up rooms. We will get them down
to you."
10:17:15 Seabrook: "Roger."
10:20:22 Kullgren: "56 to OS (Penna)."
10:20:27 Penna:" 05, go ahead."
10:20:28 Kullgren: "Do you have a number of patients?"
40 minutes into the worst Emenetary School shooting and he is asking if
we have a number of patients not dead.
At 10:20:38 am on Dec 14, 2012 Sgt. David Kullgren who is running this
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Mass Casualty show does not even know how many patients or fatalities
they have inside the Sandy Hook Elementary School.

Here is the CT State law on Pediatric Protocols for children
with gunshot wounds.
Connecticut Law
In the state of Connecticut, resuscitative measures must be started on a
patient that is not breathing or is in cardiac arrest unless certain criteria are
met.
One of those criteria is a licensed Connecticut physician or authorized
nurse has the authority to declare a patient dead. When that situation
occurs, resuscitative measures need not be undertaken or may be
discontinued.
Who then was the Doctor or licensed or authorized nurse since she is
hiding in the closet that declared 18 children and 7 adults legally dead?
Please tell us because I cannot find it in any official Ct State Police reports.
However, that is not where Connecticut law stops.
Connecticut EMS protocol follows "presumption of death" guidelines as it
relates to the "average" trauma scene.
A victim that has suffered certain mortal wounds need not be treated.
For example: if the victim is beheaded or has other certain conditions
considered "wounds incompatible with life", EMS need not provide
resuscitation measures.
No one child or school staff member that day was beheaded would we all
agree on that issue?
Likewise, in those instances, a physician need not declare those victims
dead. The victim is presumed dead by the EMS responders.
The EMS and Paramedics where not allowed inside the Sandy Hook
Elementary School all day so who are we talking about here?
There are two adults supposedly in the hallway by classroom 9 shot and
bleeding.
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We have numerous children and school staff shot and bleeding in room 8.
We have numerous children and school staff shot in room 10 and we have
the supposed suspect who shot himself in the head and bleeding.
My example of shot in the head:
I was as a Florida State Trooper in Miami, Florida when I was directed to a
home and when I arrived at a home the front door was wide open so I
entered the small house very carefully.
The kitchen appeared right in front of me and I observed a man lying with
his head slumped on the table with blood dripping off the kitchen table, I
observed a handgun to the right of him on the table and he was bleeding
from the right side of his head above this temple.
I checked his pulse in his neck and wrists, I did both to make sure and
observed No pulse whatsoever.
To see a man lying face down on his kitchen table with a bullet hole in his
head and blood dripping made me wonder what in the world was so bad in
his life that he had to kill himself.
I called the Medical Examiners office to have someone come out for the
body.
I also had our office contact the Miami Metro division for an investigator to
come out since it is not something that we investigate.
Minutes have passed and I was waiting for support when the man who was
lying with his head on the kitchen table stood up from that table and started
yelling at me as to what the hell I was doing in his house.
I am 26 years old at the time and I can tell you that I will never ever think
that someone is dead just because I cannot find a pulse.
I had to call for an ambulance and cancel the Medical Examiner who was
on its way.
So tell me about Sandy Hook and the Paramedics and the EMTS that
where not allowed inside because someone observed the children and
school staff to be dead.
Bullshit.
One must still go farther than that when discussing Sandy Hook, because
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"presumption of death" protocols change for a Mass Casualty Incident
(MCI).

Connecticut Law:
Effective August 1, 2007 the state of Connecticut mandated the SMART
triage tagging system for all MCIs.
Sandy Hook Elementary:
According to the final report, the Director of EMS for Danbury Hospital was
on scene and pursuant to Connecticut mandate SMART triage was
followed.
VERY PRETTY BUT WAS NOT USED.
WHY?
How long would it take to follow the tag protocols for each patient?
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What is SMART triage?
The SMART triage system mandated in Connecticut follows certain
mathematical criteria to determine when SMART Triage will be used.
Essentially, it boils down to a formula of conditions, numerous casualties,
and those casualties exceeding the number of responders. In that case,
responders try to do the most good with the limited resources on hand.
Limited Resources what kind of Bullshit is that? We have Paramedics and
EMT’S waiting outside to provide urgent medical care and they die
because of lack of resources.
They fail in requesting the Trauma Helicopters for expert medical care.
Pure outright Medical Negligence at Sandy Hook on Dec 14, 2012.
Connecticut EMS Guidelines previously referenced put it this way:
That describes the incident at Sandy Hook Elementary School and the
initial response perfectly because there were 29 casualties, the number of
shooters had not been ascertained, the scene was an active shooter
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response to a school, hundreds had to be rescued, and numerous
agencies responded.
All 29 were not dead yet. Right?
Add frantic parents and a hounding press to the extent of the injuries within
the school;
How can they be frantic parents when all they are doing is walking around
the firehouse?
The real parents would be getting as close top the front of the school they
could to see what is going on.
How did Shannon Hicks get that close and the parents of the children are
walking in circles?
Sandy Hook Elementary was a high-stress Mass Casualty Incident in
every sense of the term.
That is what they wanted you Homeland Security and FEMA wanted you to
think.
Responding personnel had been specifically trained in how to manage a
MCI, following SMART triage guidelines since it was mandated 2007.

The mandated protocol was implemented on December 14, 2012, and
SMART triaging of victims was followed.
"Black Tagged"
So what did that mean for victims?
Well, to put it directly, those victims, who were shot multiple times and
were unresponsive and not breathing, they were "black tagged" and
therefore "presumed dead" by first responders.
Only two of the children who were shot that day were breathing, and they
were evacuated to Danbury Hospital, the pediatric trauma center for
Connecticut.
Those two children perished.
There were two teachers who suffered non-life threatening gun shot
wounds and they were also evacuated to the hospital.
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Those two teachers survived.
Every other victim was shot dead, and that presumption made in
accordance with law and mandates, and that was done on scene.
The victims had suffered devastating wounds incompatible with life.
Who made that decision?
Responding personnel document this in statement after statement.
Why is this system followed?
In a scene of this magnitude, with scant resources available at the first
responder level, that is the way it is done.
It would have been great if they let the Paramedics and EMTS who have
trained for this been allowed to do their jobs.
Who decided not to allow them inside to provide urgent care?
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10:20:35 Penna: "I'm sorry, repeat?"
10:20:38 Kullgren: "Do we have a number of patients for EMS
personnel?"
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No Trauma Helicopters and NO Fire Paramedics and EMT’S allowed
inside the school and at 10:20:38 and Sgt. David Kullgren ask how
many injured they have for EMS personal.
That is outright medical negligence in any school shooting case.
Why NO Lawsuits by the supposed parents or loved ones who lost a
child or school staff member?
10:20:45 Penna: "Negative, we do not."
At 10:20:45 am on Dec 14, 2012 one of his cast members says Negative. We
do not.
How is that even possible?
10:20:57 Rios: "2 to 55 (Hynes)."
Finally for the first time we have the second in command Rio’s at the
Newtown Police Department calling on the police communication
system.
Where has he been?
10:21:14 Rios: "2 to 56 (Kullgren)."
10:21:19 K.ullgren: "56."
S6 Sgt. Kullgren does not even respond to 2 who are the second in
command at the Newtown Police Department.
Why?
10:21:33 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) Monroe called. They have a K9 available.
Do you need it?"
10:21:40 Kullgren: "Roger, have them come to the front of the school
please."
10:21:45 Barocsi: "Roger."
10:22:03 Rios: "2 to 56 (Kullgren)."
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10:22:07 Kullgren: "56."
10:22:10 Rios: "Do you have anybody available, maybe a 5RO to come out
to the front of the school in the parking lot and help with the students?"
You have got to be kidding all of us with that type of management
direction.
10:22:19 Pisani: "D4, I'm en route."
10:22:23 Rios: "Roger."
10:22:38 Barocsi: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)."
10:22:43 Kullgren: "56."
10:22:44 Barocsi: "Be advised, we are getting a call saying that the librarian
is in the closet by the kitchen and there are 18 students back there."
10:22:53 Kullgren: "Roger 18 students in the kitchen."
10:23:05 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), there is a correction, they are in the closet
in the library behind the kitchen."
10:23:16 Seabrook: "95 to 56 (KullgrenL I believe that is where we are, uh,
still not answering our calls. We need a key there."
They have the custodian inside the school with all the keys who has been
on the 911 calls with Newtown communications for over 7 minutes on
the phone and they don’t have his keys. You have to be joking.
10:23:21 Barocsi: "Roger she said she hears you pounding on the door. Do
you want her to open the door?"
10:23:26 Seabrook: "Yeah, have her come out, come out the door."
10:24:12 Hayes: "99 to 56 (KullgrenL I am in town with my gear if you
need another set of hands."
10:25:37 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
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10:25:42 Kullgren: "56 go ahead."
10:25:44 Nute: "Fire is requesting an officer to go out, uh to update them at
this time."
10:26:07 Kullgren: "56, have them stand by until we secure the school."
Remember the school is not secure and they let Shannon Hicks, the
children inside the school, the parents in the parking lot have photo ops
while they have yet to transport one injured child or school staff
member.
Unbelievable in today’s first responders protocols by FEMA and
Homeland Security.
10:26:11 Nute: "Received."
10:26:22 Kullgren: "56 to any unit with a janitorial key (heavy background
noise)."
10:23:32 Kullgren: "56 to any unit with a janitorial key."
They have in custody the Head Custodian with all the keys the need.
Where did he go?
10:26:50 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."
10:26:53 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) go ahead."
10:26:55 Kullgren: "We need to find the unit that has the janitorial keys."
10:27:01 Barocsi: "Roger 56 (Kullgren), 95 (Seabrook) do you have the
janitorial keys?"
10:27:05 Seabrook: "Negative, I was looking for them myself."
Find the custodian….
10:27:08 Barocsi: "Roger, HQ to any unit who has the janitorial keys,
contact dispatch."
10:27:15 Kullgren: "56, they have been located, thank you."
10:27:17 Barocsi: "Received, located keys."
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10:29:00 Kullgren: "56 to 54 (Bahamonde)."
10:29:27 Kullgren: "56 to 54 (Bahamonde)."
10:29:43 Bahamonde: "54 go ahead ... back hallway."
10:29:48 Kullgren: "Roger, 56 to any uh, supervisor in the front of the
school."
10:30:03 Kullgren: "56 to 2 HQ (Rios)."
10:32:10 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."
10:32:13 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:32:16 Kullgren: "72 (Newtown radio code for a telephone call) the state
troop, advise them at this point there is no active shooting."
This is the first time we see any mention of the CT State Police in their
Newtown Police Transmission. This is such a bad script.
10:32:33 Nute: "Received."
10:33:01 Kullgren: "56 to 02 (Frank)."
10:33:13 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."
10:33:31 Kullgren: "I need a unit, in room eight (8) in the front of the school
with a camera please."
10:3S:16 Kullgren: "56 to 67 (McGowan)."
10:3S:22 Kullgren: "56 to 67 (McGowan)."
10:3S:31 Penna: "OS to HQ."
10:3S:34 Barocsi: "OS (Penna)."
10:35:3S Penna: "I need the address of the residence of this Connecticut
reg., it's gonna be the same one I gave you before, Connecticut passenger
eight -seven- two-(872), Yankee -echo- October (YEO)."
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10:3S:46 Barocsi: "Roger, eight-seven-two (872)-Yankee-echo- October
(YEO), standby."
10:36:0S Barocsi: "OS (Penna), it's thirty- six {36) Yogananda Street."
10:36:11 Penna: "Roger, give me a last name."
10:36:14 Barocsi: "Lanza."
10:36:18 Penna: "Roger, thank you."
10:36:20 Barocsi: "Roger."
10:38:13 Kullgren: "56 to 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
This is the first time we hear Lt Vangehle in any Newtown Police radio
transmission. Why? Where has he been? What has he been doing?
By his own words at a National Conference he tells the audience that he
was the Incident Commander until the CT State Police arrived by we do
not hear him give any directives to other police officers.
Why?
By Matthew Stone, BDN Staff
Posted April 23, 2013, at 3:34 p.m.

AUGUSTA, Maine — Lt. Christopher Vanghele of the Newtown
(Conn.) Police Department was attending law enforcement training in
Rhode Island on Thursday, Dec. 13, 2012.
“I remember officers in the room talking about school shootings and
how to prepare for it,” Vanghele said. “I remember making the
comment, ‘We don’t do much training for it.’”
The next day, 20-year-old Adam Lanza shot his way through the
entrance of Newtown’s Sandy Hook Elementary School and opened
fire with a .223-caliber semi-automatic rifle. During a five-minute
shooting spree, 20 children ages 6 and 7 and six of their teachers were
killed. Lanza then shot himself with a Glock 10 mm handgun. He had
killed his mother at home earlier in the day.
Vanghele was among the first three officers who went to the scene of
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the shooting and was the incident commander on scene until
Connecticut State Police assumed control.

HOW CAN HE BE THE INCIDENT COMMANDER
WHEN WE DO HEAR FROM HIM ON NEWTOWN
POLICE TRANSMISSION TILL 10:38:13 am on Dec
14, 2012?
Who wrote this script?
BACK TO Sgt. KULLGREN:
10:38:26 Kullgren: "56 to 67 (McGowan)."
10:38:29 McGowan: "Go ahead, 56 (Kullgren)."
10:38:32 Kullgren: "98 (Chapman) was working on a camera for us. If we
have uh, some sort of staging point uh ... and can turn away parents or
information point up at the firehouse."
10:38:48 McGowan: "Ok, 1 HQ (Kehoe) is saying standby."
Now this is the biggest surprise in the Newtown Police Radio
Transmission we actually get to hear from the Police Chief who is
identified in the script as 1, he is unit 1 so please do not forget because
you don’t hear him give any directives whatsoever. He is the Police
Chief.
His entire sworn police affidavit is redacted and now I see why.
10:39:34 Chapman: "Dave, I've got that camera. I'm on my way back in."
10:39:39 Kullgren: "Roger."
10:45:01 Barocsi: "04 (Pisani)."
10:45:05 Penna: "Go for 04 (Pisani)."
10:45:06 Pisani: "04."
10:45:06 Barocsi: "Are you able to come 48 (Newtown radio code for the
PO building)."
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10:45:12 Penna: "Negative, what have we got?"
10:45:15 Barocsi: "We have students up here. What's your pleasure?"
10:45:22 Penna: "We have got to attend to the scene."
10:45:25 Barocsi: "Received."
10:49:12 Penna: "5H, I'm sorry, 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
10:49:18 Kullgren: "56, go ahead for 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
10:49:22 Penna: "We want to set up a staging area for the parents to go there
rather than here. We were thinking Fairfield Hills, is that acceptable?"
10:49:34Kullgren: "Roger, how about the firehouse?"
10:49:39 Penna: "We have gridlock here. We are trying to get them out from
where the school scene is."
10:49:46 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) be advised, Monroe's 1<9 is in the area.
Do you have a specific location you want them to go?"
10:49:55 Kullgren: "Have them respond to the front of the school. We have
State Police with their team."
10:50:00 Barocsi: "Received."
10:50:06 Figol: "81 to 56 (Kullgren)."
This again is by far the most telling of the huge FRAUD, LIES,
MISINFORMATION and a CONSPIRACY let by the NEWTOWN
POLICE DEPARTMENT and sponsored by HOMELAND SECURITY
AND FEMA.
I challenge them to file a lawsuit against me for SLANDER.
You have a Newtown Police Officer by the name of Figol 81 who is
working an off-duty job at a construction site with Lt. Sinko 3 who is
third in command within the Newtown Police Department.
She has to ask permission from Sgt Kullgren S6 to leave her off-duty
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job so she can respond to shots fired at Sandy Hook.
She could have simply asked the Lt Sinko for permission to leave.
You need to know that this Lt Sinko does not leave his off-duty job for
four hours knowing that children and school staff have been shot at
Sandy Hook Why?
This is by far the most negligent response ever witnessed by their
statements in failing to save children and school staff lives.
Playing games is not what we in law enforcement are supposed to do.
This is the most flagrant and irresponsible actions ever observed by a
police department. Where is the Police Chief Mike Kehoe? Does he not
hear her request and why does he not require Lt Sink to respond to the
Sandy Hook Shooting immediately? What ever happened to the call
“All Hands on Deck”?
10:50:17 Barocsi: "81 (Figol) are you calling?"
10:50:19 Figol: "Let 56 (Kullgren) know I am in town too on a road job if he
needs me."
She Figol 81 is working with Lt Sinko 3 at an off-duty construction site.
10:50:24 Barocsi: "Roger, 56 (Kullgren) you copy?"
10:50:27 Kullgren: "Negative. What do we have?"
10:50:29 Barocsi: "81 (Figol) is in town as well if you need her ... just
advise."
10:50:38 Kullgren: "Go again please."
10:50:43 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) just be advised 81(Figol) is in town if you
need her."
10:50:51Kullgren: "Roger, 56 to 0 ... 06 (Fiynn) ... D5 (Penna). We are
going to use the firehouse for now."
10:50:58 Penna: ;;Roger, firehouse."
.10:51:17 McGowan: "67 to HQ."
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10:51:20 Barocsi: "67 {McGowan) go ahead."
10:51:25 McGowan: "Be advised ... I will be taking a team to the location on
that thirty ten {3010: Newtown radio code for information check)."
10:51:32 Barocsi: "Received."
10:51:38 McGowan: "To confirm that's number three-six {36) correct?
Three, six?"
10:51:42 Barocsi: "That's affirmative. Three, six {36) Yogananda Street...
three, six."
10:51:59 Kehoe: "1 HQ."
10:50:00 Barocsi: "1 HQ {Kehoe)."
10:50:03 Kehoe: "-advised we will be setting up command the command
post at uh .. Sandy Hook firehouse."
The Newtown Police Chief takes charge and he finally has a command
post. Where has he been?
10:52:08 Barocsi: "Received, command post Sandy Hook Firehouse, ten
fifty two {10:52)."
10:52:15 Kullgren: "56, can we get a ... uh floor plan of the school please?"
10:52:23 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), I copy ... we are working on it."
10:52:29 Bahamonde: "54, just be advised we do have enough officers in the
building. We do not need any more officers entering the building."
10:52:39 Barocsi: "Roger, 54 (Bahamonde), enough officers in the building.
No more officers to be in the building, ten fifty two {10:52)."
10:52:58 Kullgren: "56, just confirming, all other schools are in lockdown?"
10:53:16 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."
10:53:20 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) go ahead."
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10:53:23 Kullgren: "Just confirmation that all other schools are locked
down?"
10:53:26 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) repeat."
10:53:30 Kullgren: "Looking for confirmation that all other schools in town
are in lockdown."
10:53:35 Barocsi: "All schools, as far as I am aware, are in lockdown. They
were advised."
10:53:57 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:54:01 Kullgren: "56."
10:54:03 Nute: "I will have a floor plan brought to the Sandy Hook
Firehouse ASAP."
10:54:10 Kullgren: "Roger that, and then to the front of the school."
10:54:16 Nute: "That's affirmative."
10:55:01 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:55:36 Nute: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)."
10:55:47 Kullgren: "56."
10:55:50 l\lute: "Be advise at this time I have 99 (Hayes) and 94 (Greco)
here at HQ. I have two Weston officers going down to Sandy Hook School
to meet with Janet Robinson to work with the parents at that
location."
10:56:04 Kullgren: "Copy that. We have staff coverage for the town?"
10:56:13 Nute: "I am going to maintain 99 (Hayes) and 94 (Greco) here
unless you need them there."
10:56:21 Kullgren: "Negative, that's good. Keep them there. We have
enough in the school and on the property at this time."
10:56:28 Nute: "Received."
10:56:30 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) be advised 52 (Froehlich) and 823 (Haas)
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also called in. If you need them to come in, just advise."
10:56:48 Silver: "63 (Silver), I also just got here."
10:56:53 Barocsi: "Roger."
10:58:22 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
10:58:24 Kullgren: "I am working with CSP now to coordinate additional
searches. Can you have the Monroe canine and 81 (Figol) respond to the
front of the school please?"
Finally, Sgt Kullgren S6 allows officer Figol to leave her off-duty job
but guess what Lt Sinko stays.
Why?
10:58:35 Nute: "Received, 81 (Figol)."
10:58:39 Figol: "81, I copy."
10:58:40 Nute: "81 (Figol), do you have contact with the Monroe canine?"
10:58:57 Figol: "Which Gne is coming out?"
10:58:50 Nute: "Standby."
10:59:00 Nute: "81 (Figol), both dogs from Monroe will be uh coming out."
10:59:05 Figol: "Roger, I just tried call, contacting them. I left a message."
10:59:09 Nute: "Received."
11:00:12 Chickos: "HQ to 3 HQ (Sinko)."
11:00:29 Chickos: "HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)."
11:01:05 Kullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol)."
11:01:11 Figol: "Go ahead."
11:01:14 Kullgren: "Have you and Monroe stage in the front of the school
with your canines."
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11:01:21 Figol: "Roger."
11:01:58 Vanghele: "4 to 67 (McGowan)."
Where has Lt Vangehle been all this time?
11:02:02 McGowan: "Go ahead."
11:02:06 Vanghele: "What's your status at that uh residence?"
11:02:11 McGowan: "We are evacuating either side and across the street and
then securing."
11:02:18 Vanghele: "Now, there were people inside?"
11:02:21 McGowan: "We do not know at this time. We just arrived on scene
and are evacuating each side."
11:02:29 Vanghele: "Roger ... just uh keep me informed."
11:02:33 McGowan: "Roger."
11:02:44 Greco: "94 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:03:06 Kullgren: "56 to HQ, any idea on those schematics for the
building?"
They are supposed have copies school plans in their patrol car
computers for easy access since that was a major issue at Columbine.
11:03:16 Barocsi: "They are in route to 404's (Michael Burton) location."
11:03:21 Kullgren: "Alright, we need them in the front of the school. Can
you have an officer bring them up please?"
11:03:!7 Barocsi: "Received."
11:03:32 Greco: "94 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:03:35 Kullgren: "Go ahead."
11:03:37 Greco: "Do you have a description?"
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11:03:47 Kullgren: "Of what?"
11:04:27 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:04:30 Kullgren: "Go ahead."
11:04:31 Barocsi: "We have a witness here at the PD. What is your
pleasure?"
11:04:39 Kullgren: "99 (Hayes) take their information ... and standby."
11:04:47 Barocsi: "Roger. They say they have a description of the
individual."
11:05:03 Silver: "63 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:05:21Kullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol), location?"
11:05:27 Figol: "Wasserman at exit eleven."
11:05:33 Kullgren: "Roger, when you arrive, come to the front of the school
and try and make contact with the Monroe dogs and standby."
11:05:43 Figol: "Roger."
11:05:48 Silver: "63 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:05:52 Kullgren: "Go ahead."
11:05:55 Silver: "Where would you like Major Crime to set up a command
post?"
Never ever have I observed a Sgt. By the name of Kullgren S6 take
complete control of every aspect of Incident Command during this
heinous mass casualty shooting especially since Lt Vanghele at a
National Police Conference stated that he was the Incident Commander
on Dec 14, 2012.
11:06:12 Kullgren: "They can come up to the front of the school, on the fire
truck side. Everything beyond there is not possible."
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11:06:24 Silver: "Roger."
11:06:31 Greco: "94, do you need a description of the perpetrator?"
11:06:54 Kullgren: "56 to 94 {Greco) give me a 72 (Newtown radio code for
a telephone call)."
11:07:00 Greco: "Roger."
11:07:02 Nute: 11HQ to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:07:06 Kullgren: 11Go ahead."
11:07:09 Nute: 1156 (Kullgren), your radio is becoming more and more
garbled, I need you to contact Director Will ASAP 203-.... "
11:07:18 Weston Officer: 11Weston to Newtown."
11:07:19 Nute: 11Go ahead Weston."
11:07:22 Weston Officer: 1101<, be advised, I am with a parent here who
has the children that were in the classroom during the event. Um I am trying
to get an account on them now. They were .. you know, not
in the regular uh .. , we have a line .. um lines here with, um ... rooms. They
are not one of them, so I am
11:07:48 Nute: ((Received Weston."
11:07:50 Nute: 1156 (Kullgren)."
11:07:54 Kullgren: 1156, you want me to call the command center, I copy."
11:07:58 Nute: 11Roger, call direct 270-4296."
11:08:24 Chickos: 11HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)."
11:08:48 Chickos: 11HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)."
11:11:30 Kullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol)."
11:11:34 Figol: 1181, out ... "
11:11:41 Kullgren: 11Roger, and the schematics HQ? We need them up here
please."
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11:11:49 Figol: 11You want the dog left up here or in the car?"
11:11:54 Kullgren: 1181, front of the school please."
11:11:58 Figol: 11Roger that, you've got Monroe coming in."
11:12:08 Kullgren: 1156 to HQ."
11:12:12 Nute: 1156 (Kullgren)."
11:12:15 Kullgren: 111 am checking on the schematics."
11:12:19 Nute: "Standby."
11:12:46 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."'
11:12:50 Kullgren: "56."
11:12:53 Nute: "Last I knew Gino was en route. He has not arrived at 404's
(Michael Burton) location yet. Standby, I will make a call."
11:13:22 Kullgren: "56, if you can have FD, have anyone assist 81 (Figel) to
come up to the scene please.
And if we can make contact with the second Monroe canine, have them
come to the front of the school."
11:13:35 Nute: "Received."
11:14:22 Chapman: "98 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:14:28 Kullgren: "56."
11:14:32 Chapman: "The storage shed around the gym side of the schooldigital---."
11:15:27 Figel: "81, I am out in the front of the school area."
Here is her sworn statement on what she observed when she arrived at
sandy Hook.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
SandyHookJustice.com

INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS 'Report#.'. . 1200704559·-.'00038691

·

INTERVIEW OF OFFICER FELICIA FIGOL
Friday, February 8th, 2013 from approximately 0945 hours to 1000 hours.
At approximately 0930 hours, she was advised by dispatch of shots fired at
Sandy Hook School. Figol does not remember the time but responded to the
School with her K-9, .Baro. On scene, Figol observed two black shirts lying
on the passenger side of a black Honda.
The Honda's trunk was open and located within the trunk was a black long
gun.
HOW CAN THE TRUNK BE WIDE OPEN At 11:00 am on Dec 14,
2012 when Officer Penna stated in his sworn police report that he
placed a gun in the black Honda civic’s trunk and locked it for officer
safety?
CFS Report#: 1200704559- 00002101
There was a black Honda Civic, parked in a fire lane, parked to the
right of the main
entrance. The front passenger door was open and there were two
sweatshirts on the ground on the passenger side.
Sometime later, I saw Lt.Vanghele carry a small child out of the school
in his arms and headed towards the ambulance. I then saw a female that
was being pushed on a chair and put in the back of the Lieutenant's
vehicle and then headed off towards the ambulance.
Ofc. Penna came over and secured the car and he pulled a long gun out
of the second row seat of the Honda Civic and secured it into the trunk
of the car. Ofc. Penna then secured the closed the open door.
Even all the lies do not match.
Baro conducted a sniff of the shirts, which ultimately led Flgol to the front
doors of the school.
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Figol did not enter the school because the ESU team was conducting a
sweep.
They still after four hours could not find the School Secretary Halstead
and the School Nurse Sally Cox in the front office closet?
Four complete sweeps by the ESU team. They urgently need retraining
in how to conduct proper sweeps.
The glass to the front of the entrance was smashed.
11:19:29 Pisani: "Roger"
11:19:30 Bar0csi: "4 HQ (Vanghele)."
11:19:30 Pisani: "Do you know where it is?"
11:19:33 Barocsi: "4 HQ (Vanghele), your exact location?"
11:19:35 Vanghele: "Yeah, I'm up at the front of the school."
11:19:39 Pisani: "Roger."
11:19:46 Penna: "OS to 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
11:19:54 Penna: "Do we have uh .. the Chiefs location? I have uh .. Bethel's
Chief here trying to make his uh appearance."
Nobody knows the Newtown Police Chiefs Location how is that even
possible at 11:19:54 am on Dec 14, 2012?
11:20:05 Vanghele: "Can you uh say that again? I didn't copy."
11:20:10 Penna: "We are just trying to locate the Chief, for the Chief from
Bethel trying to locate him."
11:20:21 Vanghele: "Roger, that's why I wanted to talk to 04 (Pisani)."
11:20:27 Penna: "Roger."
11:21:11 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:21:15 Kullgren: "56."
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11:21:17 Nute: "The plans are on their way to that location."
11:22:56 Kullgren: "56 to any units on the perimeter, if you can assist with
getting those plans up here."
11:23:27 Vanghele: "4 to 95 (Seabrook)."
11:23:41 Seabrook: 11Go."
11:23:44 Vanghele: "Are you clear for an assignment?"
11:23:47 Seabrook: 11Negative, 56 (Kullgren) put me with 81 (Figol) on a
track."
11:23:52 Vanghele: 11Roger."
11:25:20 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."
11:25:23 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), go ahead."
11:25:27 Kullgren: 11CSP is inquiring if we have the principal, assistant
principal accounted for, and if they can assist as a liaison at the command
center at the fire house.
11:25:45 Nute: 1156 (Kullgren) at this time the superintendent of schools
has set up an office at the fire house. The assistant superintendent is also en
route to that location as far as i know."
11:25:57 Kehoe: "1 HQ."
11:26:01 Nute: "Go ahead."
11:26:03 Kehoe: "1 HQ."
11:26:08 Nute: 11GO ahead."
11:26:09 Kehoe: "1 HQ."
11:26:13 Nute: 11GO ahead, 1."
11:26:16 Kehoe: "I have the superintendent here. What would you like us to
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do?"
The police chief are asking the Newtown Police dispatcher what he
should do with the school superintendent.
Now that is a first.
11:26:26 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:26:29 Kullgren: "56 to 1 HQ (Kehoe), CSP is just requesting that they
assist as a liaison at the command center for parents."
11:27:48 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:27:54 Vanghele: 114 to D6 (Flynn)."
11:28:30 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:28:33 Kullgren: "56 go ahead."
11:28:36 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Do you want me
to pull two from them?"
11:28:45 Kullgren: 11
1 have two Redding officers here. They are going to check with 4 HQ
(Vanghele) whether they assist with town calls, check with 4 HQ
(Vanghele)."
11:28:55 Nute: "Received, 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
11:28:59 Vanghele: 114."
11:29:01 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Would you like
two?"
11:29:10 Vanghele: "Say again?"
11:29:12 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Would you like
two officers?"
11:29:21 Vanghele: "Sure, why don'U;ou send them."
11:29:23 Nute: "Received."
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11:29:33 Flynn: "D6 to 4 HQ (Vanghele.)"
11:29:43 Vanghele: "Go ahead."
11:29:46 Flynn: "What's your location?"
11:29:50 Vanghele: "I am at the front of the school near the field."
11:30:23 Kehoe: "1 HQ to HQ."
11:30:26 Nute: "Go ahead."
11:30:311<ehoe: "1 HQ to HQ."
11:30:33 Nute: "Go ahead 1 HQ (Kehoe)."
11:30:36 Kehoe: "Have we cleared the building yet?"
Now this is just unbelievable having a police chief who does not know
whether they have cleared the Sandy Hook School Building. Where is
he and were ahs he been? He is supposed to be the man in charge.
11:30:40 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."
11:30:45 Bahamonde: "54."
11:30:49 Kullgren: "56 to HQ, state police are searching the school inch by
inch right now. We have canine assisting."
11:31:05 Barocsi: "Roger 56 (Kullgren)."
11:31:06 Nute: "1 HQ (Kehoe), did you copy?"
11:31:10 Kehoe: "Roger that."
11:31:15 Bahamonde: "54 to HQ."
11:31:16 Nute: "54 (Bahamonde)."
11:31:19 Bahamonde: "I am in the school and can confirm that the school
has been checked three times over, and they are doing a fourth."
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11:31:27 Nute: "1 HQ (Kehoe), did you copy?"
11:31:42 Silver: "63, we are out with the State's Attorney."
11:31:46 Nute: "63, your message."
11:31:50 Silver: "State's Attorney is at headquarters."
11:31:59 Nute: "HQ to 1 HQ (Kehoe)."
11:33:00 Barocsi: "HQ to 56 {Kullgren)."
11:33:11 Barocsi: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:33:15 Kullgren: "56."
11:33:17 Barocsi: "Received a call from stating that the State Police have
checked his location. There are three buildings, and one is unsecured. He
feels it may be relating.
What's your pleasure?"
11:33:31 Kullgren: "What's the address on - ?"
11:33:35 Barocsi: II
11:33:45 Kullgren: "Roger, I'll have units head over there."
11:33:50 Barocsi: 1'Received."
11:35:20 Kehoe: "1 HQ to HQ."
11:35:25 Barocsi: "1, go ahead."
11:35:28 Kehoe: "If you can reach 2 HQ (Rios), have him come to my
location at the command post."
11:35:31 Barocsi: "Roger HQ to 2 HQ {Rios) ."
11:35:37 Barocsi: 11HQ to 2 HQ (Rios)."
11:35:46 Barocsi: "HQ to 2 HQ (Rios)."
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11:36:15 Sinko: 113 HQ to 1 (Kehoe), I'm on Church Hill, I'll be there
shortly."
Oh my God Lt Sinko has decided to join them from his off-duty job at a
construction site.
11:36:24 Kehoe: "Roger."
11:36:31 Kullgren: 11S6 to 1 HQ (Kehoe), can you give me a 72 (Newtown
radio code for telephone call) if you have a moment?"
11:37:11 Chickos: "HQ to 3 HQ (Sinko)."
11:37:16 Sinko: "3."
11~37:29 Sinko: 11Roger."

11:37:37 Wisentaner: 1153 to 3 HQ (Sinko)."
11:37:43 Sinko: "3 HQ."

11:37:46 Wisentaner: "Where is the Command Post?"
11:37:50 Sinko: "Sandy Hook Fire."

11:37:58 Wisentaner: "Can we move it out a little bit more so that we ...
so that other agencies can get in there, or what?"

11:38:05 Sinko: "I am just arriving, so I will advise. I have to be briefed."
11:38:11 Wisentaner: "Roger."
11:38:59 Kullgren: "56 to HQ."

11:39:03 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."

11:39:08 Kullgren: "When you get a chance, can you get some portable
radio batteries down to the school please?"
11:39:14 Nute: {(Received. Confirm for me that you have the building
plans."
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11:39:20 Kullgren: 11

1 do roger, thank you."

11:40:12 Kullgren: "56 to 06 (Flynn) or 05 (Penna)."

11:40:18 Penna: "05."

11:40:21Kullgren: "Can you locate any of the school staff in the ad min
office? We are trying to see if we have any video footage to secure."
11:40:31 Penna: 11Standby."

11:40:39 Wisentaner: "53 to 3 HQ (Sinko)."
11:40:43 Sinko: 113 go ahead."

11:40:47 Wisentaner: "Alright, the staging area, we are going to move to
the EOC at Fairfield Hills. We have other agencies that are showing up
with personnel that are not going to fit down there."
11:40:59 Sinko: 11Roger, I am just meeting up with 1 HQ (Kehoe) to
coordinate."

11:41:06 Wisentaner: "Roger, just let him know, because they are flowing in
now and we are not going to have room, so I'm going to send them up
there."
11:41:12 Sinko: "Ok."
11:41:29 Penna: "D5 to 72 (Kullgren's patrol badge number)."
11:41:40 Vanghele: "4 HQ to HQ."
11:41:58 Vanghele: "4 HQ to HQ."
11:42:00 Barocsi: "4 (Vanghele) go ahead."
11:42:04 Vanghele: "There are approximately three Bethel officers that are
going to be coming to the headquarters. If you can, use them for calls for
service, starting with if there are any other calls backed up."
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11:42:18 Barocsi: "Roger, do those Bethel officers have our frequency?"
11:42:25 Vanghele: "They do not have our frequency. There should be some
spare radios in the classroom."
11:42:31 Barocsi: "Received."
11:42:34 Penna: "D5 to 57 (Santucci) ."
11:43:48 Vanghele: "67 (McGowan)."
11:43:51 McGowan: "67."
11:43:54 Vanghele: "Who do you have there from SP?"
11:43:59 McGowan: "I've got four (4) CSP on scene as well as 91
(McCluskey)."
11:44:07 Vanghele: "Are they uniform or SRT?"
11:44:11 McGowan: "I came up with all uniform."
11:44:16 Vanghele: "Roger, is that number thirty six?"
11:44:19 McGowan: "Roger thirty six."
11:44:26 Penna: "DS to D6 (Flynn)."
11:44:42 Penna: "DS to D6 (Flynn)."
11:44:53 Penna: "DS to 57 (Santucci)."
11:45:03 Vanghele: "4 HQ to 67 (McGowan)."
11:45:07 McGowan: "Go ahead 4 HQ (Vanghele)."
11:45:11 Vanghele: "SP uh, SRT team will be on their way there. They
should be there in 10 minutes."
11:45:19 McGowan: "Roger, when they get there, they will have their CSP
out in front."
11:45:25 Vanghele: "Roger."
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11:45:36 Sinko: "3 HQ to 53 (Wisentaner)."
11:45:44 Wisentaner: "53 headquarters."
11:45:47 Sinko: "Alright, we are going to set up PIO at Treadwell park. We
are in the process of coordinating that now. I am with CSP and we will be
there shortly."
11:46:00 Wisentaner: "Roger."
11:46:04 Penna: "05 to 53 (Wisentaner)."
11:46:10 Wisentaner: "53 headquarters."
11:46:14 Penna: "See if you can get a hold of 57 (Santucci) or 4 HQ
(Vanghele). They were inquiring about video cameras at the Sandy Hook
School. There are no video cameras that record. The only camera they have
is to let people in with the call button, which does not record."
11:46:29 Wisentaner: "Roger."
11:46:58 Kullgren: "56 to 05 (Penna), I copy that transmission, thank you."
11:48:03 Kullgren: "56 to any Newtown units that need relief, advise and we
will arrange for that."
11:48:11 Seabrook: "95 to 56 (Kullgren)."
11:48:14 Kullgren: "56."
11:48:17 Seabrook: "81 (Figol) and myself checked the woods by the
school, all the way to Treadwell.
We're checking Treadwell now."
11:48:27 Kullgren: "Received."
This is the last time during this script that you will hear from Sgt.
Kullgren where he goes no one knows. I would like to know don’t you?
This script was controlled and managed by one police officer until
11:48:27 when he falls of the script. Why?
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No Mike Kehoe the Newtown Police Chief in charge.
No Captain Rio’s the second in command who provided NO directives
during this massive casualty-shooting event at an Elementary School.
No Lt Vanghele in this transcript until 10:48 am on Dec 14, 2012 since
he stated at a National Conference of Police officers that he was the
incident commander that day until Ct State Police arrived and took
over. I never observed in the transcript as to when the CT State Police
took over. Did you?
Why do we not know in this transcript as to who ordered all those Porta
Potties and had them delivered with three hours of the worst mass
casualty shooting in Elementary School history?

Why do we loose our lead character at 11:48:27 on Dec 14,
2012 Sgt. David Kullgren?
Who takes over the lead role from that time period on?
Someone who controlled the entire shooting event on Dec 14,
2012 starting at 9:35:43 am and now at 11:40:22 he simply just
disappears.
Why?
Do you have any questions regarding the script you just read?
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Requesting an Immediate Grand Jury Investigation against Steven
Sedensky the Danbury State Attorney and the CT State Police
Officers who falsified their sworn police affidavits on the Sandy Hook
School Shooting on Dec 14, 2012.
Why would 16 highly trained Ct State Police Officers enter through
this window?
Did you know that not one Newtown Police Officer entered through
the shot out glass window and they where first on the scene?
I wonder why?
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I want to go through that shot out glass window Curley yells.

This is a photo taken by the CT State police crime lab on 12/14/2012
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Here we go:
These sworn affidavits by the Ct State Police Officers and Lt
Vanghele and others should cause the CT Federal Prosecutor
to open a Grand Jury Investigation on Steven Sedensky State
Attorney in Danbury and every sworn law enforcement officer
who perjured himself knowingly and willfully in their own
statements.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETYINVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 "'00030931
!

ACTION TAKEN:
'BADGE NO
0272
On 12/14/12 at approximately 0930 hours, I was working as the supervisor
in the Southbury Resident Trooper's Office. I was traveling on Lakeside
Rd. when I heard Troop A dispatches all available units to an active shooter
at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
I entered 1-84 Westbound from the on-ramp on Lakeside Rd. I traveled
westbound and got off at exit 10 in Newtown. I took a left off of the ramp
and traveled on Church Hill Rd.
I continued onto Riverside Dr. and arrived at Sandy Hook Elementary
School. Upon arrival, I parked my vehicle near left side of the entrance to
the school parking lot, next to Lt. Hofbauer's vehicle near' the fence.
I exited my vehicle and proceeded across the parking lot, using the first row
of vehicles as cover.
I approached the front door of the school; I observed a dark vehicle parked
in the fire lane to the right side of the entrance.
I entered the school lobby through the front doors and I observed Sgt.
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Cario coming through the lobby with a child in his arm.

Now watch 16 Ct State Troopers go through the shot out and broken
glass window.
Why?
Now read about 16 Ct State Police officers in sworn police affidavits
who entered the school or they cannot remember how they went
through the shattered shot out glass window.
HE GOT IT RIGHT.
1. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETYINVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00017426
ACTION TAKEN:
BADGE NO
0837

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0930 hours, I was parked at Troop A writing a
report in my vehicle.
Dispatcher Brennan put out a radio transmission that there was an active
shooter at a school in Newtown.
I put my vehicle in gear and headed westbound on 1-84. I asked dispatch
which exit to use to get to the school.
As I approached the front entrance of the school, I observed the broken glass
on the ground near the doors.
I observed several troopers and police officers inside the lobby of the school.
I entered the school through the broken glass window on the right side of the
main doors.
WHY?
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How is that possible when they the police officers inside could have opened
the doors and not disturb the crime scene?
Another unbelievable sworn police officers statement:
2. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00019631
BADGE NO
0174

Action Taken: On 12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was at the
Woodbury Resident Trooper's Office completing paperwork, when I heard
Troop L broadcast that Newtown was responding to an active shooter
incident.
Upon hearing this, I left my office and responded towards Newtown in my
assigned cruiser.
I arrived at the scene.
As I pulled into the parking lot, I parked my vehicle away from the main
entrance and behind several rows of cars that could be used for cover.
I exited my vehicle and retrieved my shotgun from the trunk and observed
TFC Blumenthal #690, do the same.
We then proceeded towards the main entrance of the building.
As I approached, I observed a large hole in the glass window to the right of
the main doors, which were closed.
TFC Blumenthal and I entered the building through the hole in the glass
window.
WHY?
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How is that even possible when that window has shattered glass everywhere
and good seriously injure someone by all the broken hanging glass?
It is a crime scene.
3. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 – 00026724
BADGE NO
0149

On December 14, 2012, I was the dayshift supervisor at Troop A. At 0937 I
was in my assigned cruiser in the Kmart Plaza, South Main Street,
Southbury, when I heard the first transmission from Dispatcher Betsy
Brennan of an active shooter at the Sandy Hook School, Newtown.
I made my way to 1-84 west via the #15 on ramp as I instructed all my
western patrols toward the school, with the eastern patrols to start heading in
that direction (CSP radio time: 09:37:38).
I also told my deskman, TFC Chris Kick #811, to get an address for us so
that we did not have to look for it.
While en route, Regional Dispatch Deskman TFC Loomis broadcasted more
than once that the shooter was in the main office area.
As our cars were coming to a stop, Lt. Hofbauer radioed that he and M.Sgt.
Davis had arrived (CSP radio time: 09:46:30).
I did not sign off at the scene.
We immediately exited our cars and ran toward the school's entrance with
our handguns drawn.
Lt Hofbauer ran along the driveway, in front of parked cars.
M.Sgt. Davis and I ran behind this row of parked cars and then turned left,
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between parked cars, to run toward the front door.
We all re-grouped, as we got closer to the entrance.
I could not clearly see through the glass, but I could see a very large hole
shattered in the glass to the right of the main doors.
I remember considering that the front doors might be locked, and I did not
want to stop moving until I was somewhere with cover.
I know that I considered going through the window.
As we approached the door I remember seeing Lt. Hofbauer's hand grab the
door handle, and that I was off to his right.
I do not remember how I entered the school, but it may have been through
the window.
HOW CAN YOU NOT REMEMBER? The lie comes in a later report.
How can a sworn trained police officer not remember how you and the
others entered the school on Dec 14, 2012?
4. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: ~-200704559 - ·00251204:
Action Taken:
·BADGE NO
. '0842
;"

On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in my assigned cruiser off
duty in the Town of Southbury when I heard a radio broadcast for an "active
shooter'' at the Sandy Hook Elementary School, 12 Dickinson Street,
Newtown, Connecticut.
I immediately responded to the school, following the directions that were
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being broadcast over the radio.
I arrived a short time later, at the same time as Trooper Cipriano.
When I arrived at the school, I observed several civilians behind the parking
lot on Dickinson Street.
I then recognized Detective Mudry running toward the main entrance of the
school.
Detective Mudry called out to me and Detective Mudry and I entered the
main entrance of the school either through the front door or the broken
window.
How is it again that sworn trained Ct State Police officer cannot
remember how they entered the school on one of the most tragic school
shootings in Elementary School history?
5. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00019631
Sgt Roden
BADGE NO
0174
Action Taken: On 12/14/2012 at approximately 0930 hours, I was at the
Woodbury Resident Trooper's Office completing paperwork, when I heard
Troop L broadcast that Newtown was responding to an active shooter
incident.
I exited my vehicle and retrieved my shotgun from the trunk and observed
TFC Blumenthal #690, do the same.
We then proceeded towards the main entrance of the building.
As I approached, I observed a large hole in the glass window to the right of
the main doors, which were closed. TFC Blumenthal and I entered the
building through the hole in the glass window.
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WHY?
I observed Sgt. Cario #149 carrying a child, which appeared to be lifeless,
out of the building. I observed two Newtown officers, and between 4-5
troopers in the lobby area.
Trained Ct State Police Officers broke every cardinal rule especially
when they are observing other officers inside the school.
7. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT
CFS Report#: 1200704559 • 00041707
ACTION TAKEN:
Page 1 of3
BADGE NO
0811
On 12/14/12, I was working as the Troop A desk trooper.
I was at the front desk at Troop A when the "bat phone" rang at
approximately 0936 hours.
I answered the phone and was greeted by Disp. Betsy Brennan. Brennan
informed me that there was a shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
Upon arrival to the school, I entered the school parking lot from Dickinson
Dr. and traveled to the right side of the parking lot.
I drove to the far end of the parking lot and positioned my vehicle on the
front right corner of the school, near the front doors.
I exited my vehicle and ran across the front of my vehicle to the front doors
of the school.
Upon approaching the front doors, I observed that the windows to the right
of the doors were broken and glass was on the ground outside of the school.
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I am not sure if I checked the doors to see if they were locked but I
eventually entered the school through the broken glass windows.
As I climbed through the windows, I observed a Newtown officer to my
right.
WHY THROUGH THE GLASS WHEN YOU POLICE OFFICERS
INSIDE?
Trained Ct State Police Officer again having to enter the front of the school
through the broken shot out glass window. Why? Police are inside.
8. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY- Page 1 of 2
INVESTIGATION REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report #: 1200704559 – 00027950
ACTION TAKEN:
On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in Southbury, CT when
Troop A dispatch put out a broadcast that there was an active shooter
situation in Newtown, CT. I traveled westbound on I-84 and exited at exit
10.
When I arrived, I went to the front left corner of the building and met with
TFC Benecchi. Benecchi and I proceeded across the front of the building to
the front door.
As approaching the front door, I noticed a hole in the glass window on the
right side of the front doors.
Benecchi and I met Lt. Hofbauer and MSgt Davis at the front door.
We all entered the building through the broken window and entered into the
lobby of the school.
WHY? This is an Lt and a MSGT who should know better.
Now these four Ct State Troopers would have disturbed the furniture
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inside the school since the hole in the glass was no that great?
Not one of them removed the remaining glass in order to prevent them
from being seriously cut by the broken glass.
Why is the furniture still in place after all those CT State Troopers
entering that broken glass window?
9. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
Page 1 of 3
CFS Report#: ·1:200704559·- '00007591
On 12/14/12, I learned of an "active shooter" at Sandy Hook Elementary
School, 12 Dickinson St. Newtown, CT from Lt. DeNecchia.
I then recognized Det. Zullo crouched behind a dumpster on the side of the
school with his long gun in a down range position. I called out to Det. Zullo
to make entry into the school.
We entered the main entrance through either the front door or broken
window.
This is a high profile Mass Casualty Shooting at an Elementary school
on Dec 14, 2012 you just don’t forget how and what you did that
morning.

10. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
Report#: 1200704559 • 00011235
0336 BLUMENTHAL, WILLIAM
On 12/14/12, at approximately 0930 hours, I was on Route 8 Northbound
near Exit #32, in Waterbury. Troop A Dispatchers broadcasted the report
of an ~Active Shooter", in Newtown.
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I immediately started heading west.
Shortly after, I heard them announce the location, Sandy Hook Elementary
School, followed by directions for the responding cars.
We headed to the entrance located along the North side of the building.
One (1).
One-ounce slug shotgun round, of an unknown color, fell from my
ammunition bandoleer, while crossing the parking lot.
I recovered this later.
As we approached the school, I saw a CSP cruiser, (later identified as
TFC Kick's #811 assigned vehicle), near the patio/doorway. Lt Davis,
was standing outside the vehicle. ·
Sgt Roden and I approached and joined an entry team.
Utilizing the blown out window, we joined other officers and
entered/secured the lobby area.
11. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 213/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00025074
0336 HOFBAUER, MICHAEL R.
Page 1 of3
BADGE NO
0040
On 12/14/12 at approximately 0937 hours, I was at Troop A when I
overheard dispatch call out an active shooter at the Sandy Hook Elementary
School in Newtown.
At this time, I clarified the location of the school at the Troop A sergeant's
office.
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Arriving at the front doors of the school, an unknown Newtown Police
Officer had gained entry into the lobby and opened the front door for me.
Master Sergeant Davis and Sergeant Cario then followed me into the lobby.
Now we have a huge distortion of the truth taken under oath by other Ct
State Police Officers.
Let’s Look: CFS Report #: 1200704559 – 00027950
ACTION TAKEN:
On 12/14/12 at approximately 0935 hours, I was in Southbury, CT when
Troop A dispatch put out a broadcast that there was an active shooter
situation in Newtown, CT. I traveled westbound on I-84 and exited at exit
10.
When I arrived, I went to the front left corner of the building and met with
TFC Benecchi.
Benecchi and I proceeded across the front of the building to the front door.
As approaching the front door, I noticed a hole in the glass window on the
right side of the front doors.
Benecchi and I met Lt. Hofbauer and MSgt Davis at the front door.
We all entered the building through the broken window and entered into the
lobby of the school.
At this point I have lost faith in anything that the CT State Police have
to say.
How you entered that school and searching for other suspect’s is a
moment that you will never ever forget.

12. STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY INVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
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CFS Report#: 1200704559 • 00002060
Page 1 of7
BADGE NO
1085
..

INTERVIEW REPORT
Date and Time:
12/18/12 beginning at 0830 hours and concluding at 1143 hours.
Place of Interview: This is posted just as it was written I did not do spell
check for them.
Newtown Police Department
LT's office
3 Main Street
Newtown, CT
Action Taken:
Newtown L T, Vanghele provided a typed statement.
"On 12/14/12 at approximately 9:35a.m.
I wa·s at my desk at the Newtown Police Department completing
paperwork.
I heard over the radio system that officers were being dispatched to what
appeared to be gunshots at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
A group of State Troopers then started to walk into the school from the front
door.
I believe they walked in through the broken front window.
They each had their guns drawn and were asking what was going on.
Why go through the broken glass window exposing you to serious
injury?
These 11 sworn police affidavits showing them entering the Sandy Hook
Elementary School through the shot out glass window is just
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unbelievable.
16 or more trained police officers seeing other police officers inside the
Sandy Hook front lobby decided to place themselves at Risk by entering
the school through the broken glass instead of having another officer
inside the school open the door for them.
I have been out of law enforcement for some time now and am totally
amazed with the new policies and procedures for Mass Casualty
Shootings by Homeland Security and FEMA that have been
implemented.
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YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE THIS SWORN AFFIDAVIT OF
A WITNESS AND THE NEWTOWN POLICE
DISPATCHER.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INVESTIGATION
CFS Report#: 1200704559- 00155346
REPORT (DPS-302-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
00012 Dickinson Dr/ Newtown
TRANSCRIPTION OF RICHARD THORNE'S (SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN) 911 CALLS TO BOTH STATE AND NEWTOWN
POLICE
ACTION TAKEN: In this investigation, I was assigned to transcribe the 911
call made by school custodian, Richard Thorne. Thorne was located in
the west hallway of the school during the school shooting and called 911
from that same location. The purpose of transcribing the telephone calls
was to assist in putting together a timeline for the school shooting.

SWORN AFFIDAVIT OF 911 CALLS BY HEAD CUSTODIAN
09:35:43 Rick Thorne- Custodian - first 911 call to the CT State Police
Centralized Dispatch
Brennan: "State Police 911, what's the location of your emergency?"
Thorne: "Yes, I think we have shooting down at the Sandy Hook Elementary
School"
Brennan: "okay ... "
Thorne: "Please get down here"
CT State police dispatcher does not even bother to ask the address of the
shooting to send Ct State Police. Why?
Brennan: "Alright stay on the line with me sir .. I don't want you to hang up
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.. I'm going to connect you to Newtown ok?"
Thorne: "Ok"
09:36:13 - Telephone call gets transferred and Newtown Police dispatcher
Nute answers ...
Nute: " Newtown 911, what's the location of your emergency"
Thorne: "Sandy Hook Elementary School, 12 Dickinson Drive"
Nute: "Ok I've got that, what's going on down there?"
Thorne: "I believe that there is shooting at the front. .. at the front glass ..
Something is going on"
Nute: "Ok .. . Alright I've got officer.. I want you to stay on the line with me.
Where are you in the school?"
Thorne: "I'm down the corridor"
Nute: "Alright I want you to take cover, Jen get the sergeant.. alright, get
everybody you can going down there"
Nute: "Let me get some information from you"
Nute: "What makes you think that?"
Thorne: "The front glass is all shot out.. It kept .. kept going on"
Nute: "Ok" (State PO Dispatcher Brennan still on the line)
09:36:49 Thorne: "It's still happening"
Nute: "Alright, what about the students in the front of the building"
How does NUTE the dispatcher know that there are children in front of the
building?
Who brought up children in front of the school it is not Thorne as you can
see.
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Thorne: "Can't do it, everything is locked up as far as I know, I am not in the
front"
Who was the person that used the Sandy Hook Elementary School Intercom
system to announce a School Lockdown?
Nute: "Alright.. you're in lock down"
Who was the person that used the Sandy Hook Elementary School Intercom
system to announce a School Lockdown?
Thorne: "Yeah, they're in lock down"
Where is the Assistant School Principal since the Principal has been shot and
killed?
Nute: "Did you see anything out the window?"
Thorne: "No, it's still going on, I can't get over there"
Nute: "I don't want you to go over there .... I want to know what is
happening with the students in the front corridor, this is in the front parking
lot?"
Why does NUTE talk about children in front parking lot when NO one has
even told him that information?
Brennan: "Uh, Newtown what's the address of the school?"
Nute and Thorne: "Twelve Dickinson Drive"
Brennan: "Ok"
9:38:07 Thorne: "Something is happening"
Nute: "Ok, Jen hang up, I need you to get off that phone"
Nute: "Alright Rick ... Rick ... what do you hear now?"
Thorne: "Yes?"
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9:38:23 Thorne: "yeah, uh ... now it's silent"
Nute: "Ok ... alright so now when you say the school is in lock down ... "
Who was the school staff member that announced the school lock down at
Sandy Hook Elementary School?
Thorne: "All the doors are locked, the kids are in classrooms"
Kaitlin Roig a teacher in room 12 said in her sworn statement that her room
was not locked. We also learned that room 8 and room 10 where unlocked
so how can Thorne say that all doors are locked?
Newtown Police found a side door to the school unlocked.
Nute: "Ok, so at this time you are defending in place?"
This is the phrase that shows that it is a script because No one uses the term
DEFENDING IN PLACE in a school emergency.
So why do we have NUTE asking Thorne if he is DEFENDING IN PLACE?
Ask any school district or any National School Safety and Security
Consultant what the term DEFENDING IN PLACE means?
They do not use this term. The term being used is SHELTERING IN
PLACE.
Are you DEFENDING IN PLACE?
Thorne: "Excuse me"
Thorne does not even know what NUTE is talking about.
THIS IS A SCRIPT THAT NEEDED MORE PRACTICE.
This information in the Official Danbury State Attorney Ct State Police
Final Report is written under sworn police affidavits and now it is time to
challenge their sworn testimony.
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HOW DOES CT STATE POLICE COMMUNICATION
TRANSMISSION MATCH THE NEWTOWN POLICE
COMMUNICATION TRANSMISSION?
9:37:38 {8) Brennan: "Troop A to all A cars Troop A to all A cars be
advised Newtown has an active shooter ... active shooting ... the Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown"
9:37:42 (9) Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible
9:37:46 Kick (#811): "Bets (Betsy) get us an address"
9:38:13 Katrenya (#555): "Do we have an address on that?"
9:38:28 (11) Tierney (#AC71): "Troop, that's Riverside Rd"
9:38:37 (13) Kick: "What's the best way to get in?"
9:38:40 Cario (#149): "Start all our western patrols that way. Patrol one (1)
slide down to the highway and the eastern patrols cover the rest"
9:38:50 Brennan: 11okay school is now in lockdown"
9:38:56 Katrenya: 11Give me an address"
9:39:12 (15) Brennan: (beginning of transmission is cut off) 11gettin reports
that the shooter is outside the door"
9:39:29 (17) Cario: 11811 get an address and throw it out on chat"
9:39:45 (19) Gregg (#701): "701 A. .. / think it is 12 Dickinson Drive in
Newtown"
9:39:49 Brennan: "12 Dickinson Drive, 12 Dickinson Drive"
9:39:55 Loomis: "any cars responding ... the shooter is apparently still
shooting ... in the office area, .12 Dickinson Drive"
9:40:07 (20) Gutierrez (#1404): ''1404 Tmop L"
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9:40:15 Nadeau: "Come in" (23}
9:40:19 Gutierrez: "it's north of 42, prior to 43 if you could start a hook ....
doesn 1t appear to be any injuries"
9:40:26 Nadeau: "Roger I'll start a hook just be advised .... the other L car is
working an active shooting in Newtown"
9:40:12 (21, 22) Unknown: "Troop A ... " (transmission is unintelligible)
9:40:14 Unknown: "Exit 11 ?"
9:40:22 (25) McDaniel (#1373): ''Troop A personnel take exit 10 and a left
on 34 continue on Riverside Rd .. Dickerson Drive .. make sure you have
your vests on"
9:40:27 (24) Dispatcher LaPrade: "Troop B to all units we are working on an
active shooting in Newtown right now ... we are working on an active
shooting at a school in Newtown right now"
9:40:51 (27) Cario : "149 Troop A cars responding ... sound off"
9:40:56 McGeever(#837): "837 exit 10"
9:41:00 Kick: "811"
9:41:04 Katrenya: "555 from exit 5"
9:41:07 Cipriano (#1383): "1383 enroute"
9:41:11 Benecchi (#1413): "1413"
9:41:15 Blumenthal (#690): "690 enroute"
9:41:22 Gregg (#701): "701"
9:41:29 Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible ·
9:41:00 (29, 30) Poach (#668): "668 What's the location there?"
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9:41:13 (30, 31) Roach: "Number twelve Dickerson Drive Newtown, twelve
Dickerson Drive Newtown, it's an elementary school"
9:41:21 Poach: "Roger, send it to my CAD .. .I’ll be enroute"
9:41:25 (33) Roach: "Roger"
9:41:35 (34) Zullo (#842): "842 I'll be responding"
9:41:47 (35) Loomis: "Any cars still responding, the shooter is apparently
still in the main office area"
9:41:58 Ramirez (AC35): "AC35, I'll be responding as well ..
01 02
9:41:54 (36,37) Deltorto (#101): "101 troop L"
9:41:57 Nadeau: "101"
9:42:00 Deltorto: "Are they requesting any addii'ional unit's down that way
.... heading that way?"
9:42:05 Nadeau: "Noh .. they're asking any available help at this time"
9:42:11 Deltorto: "I'm saying .. you ... you .. "
9:42:14 Deltorto: "You came in garbled .. they are or they are not?"(39)
9:42:30 Nadeau: "Yeah roger .. / need any available cars" (40)
9:42:34 Deltorto: "Roger ... (transmission unintelligible}"
9:42:11 (38) Cipriano: "Troop A directions again please ... off exit 10"
9:42:16 McDaniel: "Troop A to all cars ... exit 10 .. take a left on Rte 34
continue ... on Riverside Rd. and then turn right onto Dickerson Drive"
9:42:35 (43,44,45) Nadeau: "101 are you enroute?"
9:42:39 Deltorto: "Roger"
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9:42:42 Nadeau: "Alright"
9:42:50 Cario: "Troop A do we know how .. what.. Newtown has on scene
... are they engaged with the shooter yet?"
9:42:55 {45) Loomis: "We don't have uh Newtown on the line yet sarge"
9:43:02 Cario: "Get Newtown on the line begin coordinating wiih them.
They may just want us to establish a perimeter or whatever"
9:43:07 (45} Loomis: "Roger"
9:43:16 (47} Roden (#174}: "1741'1/ he enroute"
9:43:19 Nadeau: "174 roger" (44)
9:43:15 Cournoyer (#1315): "1315 I'll be enroute. I get off exit 10 you said
take a right?"(44)
9:43:30 Nadeau: 11Roger, exit 10'1
9:43:33 McDaniel: 11Exit 10 take a left onto Rte 34"
9:43:36 (47) Dragon (#705): 705 A I'll also be enroute"
9:43:38 {49) Deltorto: "101..channel 8 ... Troop L"
9:43:39 (47) Nadeau: 705 roger/'
9:43:42 {47) McDaniel: ''Once again .. Exit 10 turn left on Rte 34 continue
on Riverside Rd and then a right on Dickerson Drive"
9:44:07 (52) Cario: "Rich ... "
9:44:08 Deltorto: "101 to troop L unit·s if .. (transmission unintelligible)"
9:44:12 Cario: "Rte 34 is at exit 11"
9:44:19 McDaniel: "Roger .... get off exit 10 take a left on 6 ... turn on ...
take a left at 34 .... continue on Riverside Rd and then a right on Dickerson
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Drive"
9:44:32 Brennan: "Roger"
9:44:54 {56) Loomis: "Any cars on scene, sound off ... any cars on scene
sound off"
Telephone call between Loomis and Barocsi
9:45:03 (59)
Barocsi: "Newto11vn police dispatcher Barocsi .. how can I help you?"
Loomis: "Hi Newtown, Troop uh L, A, and B here .. uh what do you have on
scene?"
Barocsi: 11We have a sergeant and uh three uh or four officers"
Loomis: "Is it secure yet'?"
Barocsi: "Uh we're working on that"
Loomis: "Do we have the shooi·er in sight?"
Barocsi: "Uh t·hat I'm unsure of at this time .. hold on one second"
Loomis: "Ok you stay on the line with me"
Barocsi: "Alright"
Loomis: "Cause I got people responding"
Barocsi: "Ok hold on one second"
09:46:01 {65) Barocsi: (talking to someone in Newtown dispatch) uyeah
state police are asking the same question."
Loomis in the background dispatching: "149 you should have a ... " (gets cut
off)
Barocsi: (dispatches to Newtown) "54 .. States (state police) heading in."
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Loomis in the background dispatching: "149 we have a sergeant from
Newtown on scene .. unknown if the shooter is located."
Barocsi: (talking to someone in Newtown dispatch) "Do we have the
shooter?"
Loomis: (to Barocsi) "How they doing?"
Barocsi: "Hold on one second"
09:46:54 (73) Barocsi: "The building's not secure .. the building's not
secure"
loomis: "Say again?"
Barocsi: "The building's not secure"
Loomis: "Ok"
( Heard in the background "811 thirty one")
Loomis: "Who do we have on scene there?"
Barocsi: "/have uh two sergeants and three .. or ... three officers .. four
officers"
Loomis: "Ok .. and we have a perimeter?"
Barocsi: "Uh yeah"
(Loomis dispatches that Newtown is on scene and the scene is not secure)
09:47:43 (75)
Loomis: (to dispatch room) "Anyone get a description of the guy?
Barocsi: "Alright Iemme .. I gotta let you go can I call you hack with
further?"
Loomis: "No I want you stay on the line with me ... "
(Kick heard in the background: "unknown where the shooter is .. unknown
where the shooter is")
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Barocsi: (hears Kick's transmission) "Yup .. unknown"
09:48:24 (79) Loomis heard transmitting: "Troop A i'o any car at the scene if
you have a description of the shooter sound off."
(Barocsi heard talking in background)
Loomis: (to Barocsi) "How bout. did your guys get any description of the
guy?"
Barocsi: "Uhh hold on they're still working on one" (speaking to Dispatcher
Nute: "Bob did they give a description at all?" (repeat's) "Bob did they give
a description at all?")
(Heard in background "AC351'm 31")
09:49:17 {86) Barocsi: "Do you have a description Bob? Before you pick up
the phone ... Do you have a description?"
(To Loomis} "Negative on the description ... it's a negative description "
09:49:37 (87)Loomis: "I believe my sergeant is out with yours?"
Barocsi: "Ok ... I'm gonna let you go then"
Loomis: "Ok"
Barocsi: "Alright thanks "
Call ends
Telephone call from Barocsi to Roach
09:45:08 (60} Roach: "State Police emergency11
Barocsi: "Hey its Barocci from Newtown how are you?11
Roach: "Yup .. good11
Barocsi: "Alright you guys hear what's going on in Newtown right now?11
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Roach: "Yeah active shooting ... (gets walked over in transmission)"
Barocsi: "Yeah you got it"Roach: "Ok"Barocsi: "Alright?"
Roach: "You got help coming"
Barocsi: "Alright thanks bye"
9:45:30 {61) Cario: "Troop A can you tell us what Newtown has planned?"
9:45:34 Nadeau: ''Sarge we're on the phone with Newtown now"
9:45:49 (62} Brennan: "Troop A to all units responding, we got an injured
person in room number nine with numerous gunshot wounds"
9:46:05 (66) Loomis: "149 you should have a ... (gets cut off)"
9:46:06 Kick: " .... (interrupts) Sandy Hook make a left at the light"
9:46:17 Loomis: "149 ... we have a Sgt. from Newtown on scene .. unknown
if the shooter is located"
9:46:25 Cario: " ... .(cut off} with Newtown" (Cario states 11keep an open
line with Newtown")
9:46:28 Loomis: "I have them on the line .. I'm keeping them on the line"
9:46:33 Hofbauer (#040): " .. .(transmission cut off) 0 098 on scene"
9:46:37 Brennan: "Roger all units"
9:46:05 {67} Guimond (#463): "463 Troop L ... assign the case number to
me .. Exit 42"
9:46:11 Nadeau: "463 roger"
9:46:14 Deltorto: "463 go to channel 08 if were on the patch .. Troop L,
were on the patch right?"
9:46:20 Nadeau: "Roger"
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9:46:44 {70} Kick: "All cars, make a left at the light."
9:46:54 (68, 71, 72) Cipriano: "Kick, I'm westbound getting off 11 and then
on 34?"
9:47:01Kick: "Get off 10 make a left... go straight through the light
9:47:08 Brennan: "Roger 811"
9:47:11 Wagnblas (#278): "278 thirty one"
9:47:14 Brennan: ''278"
9:47:17 Salmeri (#207): "207 thirty one"
9:47:23 Loomis: "A cars you should have Newtown on scene with two
sergeants and another patrol car"
9:47:34 Loomis: " ... (cut off) states the school is not secured ... not secured
at this time
9:47:51 (72, 76) Kick: "Cars coming in set up a four corner perimeter around
the building oK? Unknown where the shooter is ... unknown where the
shooter is, set up a four corner perimeter around the building"
9:48:04 Loomis: "Roger"
9:48:26 {78) Loomis: "A to any car at the scene if we have a description of
the shooter ... sound off"
9:48:35 Kick: "Negative on the description ... ole. shots were fired about 3
minutes ago ... quiet at the time"
9:48:46 {78) Katrenya: "555 to 811 left at the light... we're having trouble
finding Dickerson ... "
9:48:32 (81) Deltorto: "101 Troop L channel 08"
9:48:49 {83, 84) Deitorto: 11101 troop L channel 08"
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9:49:06 {85) Ramirez: "AC35 A, I'm thirty one"
9:49:10 Loomis: "Roger 35 thirty one"
9:49:46 (38, 89) Kick: "Cars coming in do a sweep of the outerperimeter ...
do a sweep of the ouLeJ perimeter"
9:50:03 Benecchi: "1413 thirty one"
9:50:06 Loomis: "Roger"
9:50:07 Katrenya: "(unintelligible) ... thirty one"
9:50:08 Loomis: "Roger 555 ... 1315 want you hold at Riverside and secure
that area"
9:50:24 Kick: '1 ••• (cut off) we do have EMS enroute correct? Ems is
enrouter
9:50:27 (91) Brennan: 'BvlS is enroute ... needed most in room #9"
9:51:16 (94) Katrenya: ''555 to 811"
9:51:53 (98) Cipriano: "Left off the exit and right onto Riverside?"
9:52:10 (99) McDaniel: "Left off exit 10, continue on to Riverside, right on
Dickerson Drive"
9:52:42 (100) Roden: "174 L thirty one"
9:52:47 Blumenthal: "690 thirty one"
9:52:50 Katrenya: "555 Troop A Newtown's reporting one suspect down the
building has not been cleared"
9:52:58 Kick: "We need a couple of more cars up at the scene"
9:53:06 C. Guerra (#420): "Troop A, I'll be responding also from Superior
Court to Newtown"
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9:53:11 Loomis: "Roger"
9:53:13 Brennan: Transmission is unintelligible
9:53:19 Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible
9:53:39 (104) Loomis: "A to uh Troop A and Troop L personnel ... signal
five on the air ... if you have patrol information go to channel 8"
O'Donnell's cell phone call to Roach at centralized dispatch
9:54:20 {107),Roach; 11Si'ai'e police emergency"
O'Donnell: "Hey it's 272 just mark me 31 there"
Roach: "O'Donne!/ 31 roger"
O'Donnell: "yup ... roger ... thanks"
9:54:20 (108) Loomis: "A to 149 ... do we have a status on the shooter?"
9:54:43 (110) Poach: "668 Troop A ... any updates in Newtown?"
9:55:43 (111) Loomis: "149 I'm not reading you on your portable"
9:55:58 {112) Gomez (#317): "317 L"
9:56:02 Loomis: "317 there's a signalS on the air .. ifyou're responding to
Newtown .... "
9:56:13 Gomez: "Roger .. I was just looking for the address"
9:56:17 Loomis: '1Go to channelS we will put you on it ... it will he off exit
10 Newtown ... Sandy Hook Elementary"
9:56:26 Loomis: "A to 149" (113}
9:56:38 {117) Perry {#046): "Troop A, I'll be on scene ... we have plain
clothes people here make sure everybody has their raid gear on"
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9:56:47 Nadeau: "046 roger"
9:56:49 Loomis: "Roger 046"
9:56:51 Loomis: 11A to any plain clothes cars responding make sure you
have your raid gear on .. raid gear on1
'
9:57:10 Davis: "098 troop A do we have CMED anywhere near us? ... "
(transmission breaks off)
9:57:19 Loomis: 11Roger 098 crned uh .. I'll check .. actual for a response ..
'
9:57:27 Davis: 11!-lave them come to the base of the school, not .. once .. I'll
be here right at the base .. get the injured parties out ... start getting tern out"
9:57:34 Loomis: //Roger 98 extricating the people out of the school"
9:56:55 (119) Gomez: 1'317 L, what's the actual street number?"
9:58:13 (124) Keane (#401}: 401 thirty one.
9:58:48 (125) Loomis 11 .. transmission broken ... four two zero come in .. "
9:58:50 Guerra: "Coming eastbound ... exit 10? Top of the ramp ... leftr
9:58:56 Loomis: 'Roger 420 .. off exit 10 turn left and a right ... actually a
left turn off riverside and onto Dickinson ..... responding units no need to ...
acknowledge"
9:59:09 Loomis: "A to 149 or 098 ... could you give me a status?"
9:59:31 Davis: '198 troop A .. still active situation .. we're starting to get the
injured auf' (128)
9:59:39 Brennan: "Roger098" (129)
9:59:44 Loomis: "Roger 098" (130)
9:59:51 Brennan: "Troop A to any unit on scene .. if you can reach EMS
personnel they need uh assistance in the kindergarten room. .. assistance in
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the kindergarten room for a ... victim"
10:00:04 O'Donnell: "272 roger that" (131}
10:00:13 Lukienchuk (#573): "573 A physical address of school?"
10:00:18 Brennan: "12 Dickenson Drive ... 12 Dickenson Drive"
10:00:22 O'Donnell: "We need a bus up here right away ... send an
ambulance up right up .. up to me ... 401 get the bus .. Dennis get the bus"
10:00:40 (132) B. Van Ness (#138): "138 Troop A"
10:01:00 (133) O'Donnell: "272 to 401"
10:01:05 O'Donnell: "Dennis get your cruiser .. get your cruiser and bring it
up here"
10:01:15 Kick: "Troop A, you might want to see if the surrounding towns
can send EMS personnel, we're running out real fast"
10:01:23 Loomis: "Roger 811 ... additional ambulances needed . .roger"
10:01:34 Loomis: "098 were getting reports in room one and room nine ..
room one and room nine for victims"
10:01:48 Davis: Transmission is unintelligible
10:01:44 (138) Van Ness: "138 Troop A"
10:01:47 (B9) Nadeau: "138"
10:01:54 (140) Nadeau: "138 ... go ahead sarge"
10:01:58 (141} Van Ness: "138 Troop A, on channel 08, uh be advised I'm
heading off exit 10. There's another school there ... Wesley Learning Center
.. l'm off duty I'm going to secure that school."
Why go to another School when Sandy Hook needs all the help they can get
during this Massive Casualty Shooting at an Elementary School?
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10:02:10 Nadeau: "Roger sarge"
10:02:36 (142) O'Donnell: "272 to 401"
10:02:42 Keane: "I'm coming in to you now"
10:02:46 O'Donnell: 110K you're going to hold up right there ... meet up
with uh Detective Van Ness ...meet up with Detective Van Ness ... you're
going to set up a perimeter uh ... staging for all the people corning out"
10:02:56 Keane: "Ok"
10:03:00 O'Donnell: 11272 A, 1413's leading a group of uh young kids out
the front"
10:03:05 Brennan: "Roger 272"
10:03:07 Loomis: "Roger 272, out the front"
10:03:12 O'Donnell: (garbled) "272 A"
10:03:15 Kick: (breaks in)" ... / got a paramedic coming up ...
(unintelligible}"
10:03:20 O'Donnell: (transmission cut off) " .... at the staging area with
them"
10:03:23 Brennan: "Ok we're walking on each other here ... 811 go ahead"
10:03:36 Brennan: "272 come in"
10:03:44 Brennan: "Troop A to 272"
10:03:48 O'Donnell: 11272 outer perirneter"
10:03:51 Brennan: 11GO ahead with your last transmission .. you were
being walked on"
10:03:57 O'Donnell: 110K we have a staging area for the students, personnel
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and the parents outside near the street...401 and Detective Rachael Van Ness
are leading that area"
10:04:09 Loomis: 11Roger 272 .. 401 and ... 13 ... " (transmission cuts off)
10:04:55 {146) O'Donnell: 11272 A with a 15 on a possible suspect"
10:05:10 Loomis: "272 go with your 15"
10:05:15 O'Donnell: "Connecticut eight, seven, two, Y- Yankee, E- Echo, 0Oscar ... 872YEO ... possible suspect vehicle"
Why are they the CT State Police running the car tag on the black Honda
civic when the Newtown Police Department ran it at 09:42:00 am on Dec
14, 2012?
Do they not communicate between agencies?
10:05:28 (147) Guerra: "420 A thirty one"
10:05:33 Loomis: {{Roger 420 thirty one"
10:05:47 {148) O'Donnell: ''272 A ... another large group coming out"
10:05:52 Loomis: "Roger 272 ...... group coming out the front door"
10:06:27 (149) Gregg: "701 A ... uh paramedics over to the .. uh .. to the
fence line .. to the left of the school for an injured party coming out"
10:06:38 Brennan: "Roger 701...272?"
10:06:41 Loomis: "Roger 701 medic needed at the ... the fence"
10:06:50 O'Donnell: "272 go ahead"
10:06:53 Brennan: "We're getting the EMS .. s .. units over there .. they need
them at thefence line? Over near the fence line with 701 ?"
10:07:01 O'Donnell: "Roger that's a good spot there\ uh 401 and Detective
Van Ness and they can look over any of the other personnel coming out and
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the children"
10:07:13 Brennan: "Roger"
10:07:13 (152) Nadeau: "Troop I. i'o 138 on channel 08"
10:07:18 O'Donnell: "Make sure we have uh ... numerous EMS units please"
10:07:29 (153) Davis: "272, where do you have the people coming out
staging?"
10:08:37 (157, 158) Keane: "Troop A, have the F. D. close down the road ...
we don't have any police personnel to do that"
10:08:46 Loomis: "Roger 401 we're talking about Dickinson and Riverside?"
10:08:50 Keane: "Dickinson ... we don't need any more people in here were
just trying to set up a safe perimeter and remove all the students"
10:09:29 (159,:160} O'Donnell: "272 A another large group coming out"
10:09:34 Loomis: "Roger 272.. personnel keeping track of the uh victims or
the personnel coming out of the building?"
10:09:44 O'Donnell: "Roger were conducting a (digital} .. walking them out
the front...(digital}."
10:09:52 Loomis: "Roger 272"Telephone call from O'Donnell to LaPrade
10:10:05 (162)LaPrade: "Connecticut State Police Dispatcher LaPrade, may
I help you?"
O'Donnell: "Bet·s (Brennan) its 272"
LaPrade: "Hey .. "
O'Donnell: 11Airight we have ... we have people going out to Dennis Keane
... they're taking a head count as they go out that way"
LaPrade: (interrupts) ... "they're taking a head count with Dennis Keane?"
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O'Donnell: (interrupts) "with Dennis Keane and Rachael Van Ness"
LaPrade: (talking to someone in dispatch) "/have Mike O'Donnell"
LaPrade: (To O'Donnell) "Rachael Van Ness and Dennis Keane, ok"
O'Donnell: "Dennis Keane"
O'Donnell: "They got .. they stayed at the perimeter where the parents are
kept back and were taking t·he kids out to t·hem alright ... uh .. we're gonna
... we're gonna .. need muli"iple ambulances ... muli"ip/e .. "
LaPrade: (yelling to dispatch room) "We're going t·o need multiple
amhiilances?11
O'Donnell: " ... and there's multiple /(/As"
LaPrade: (To O'Donnell) 11i'v1ultiple ... ?"
O'Donnell: "Multiple"
LaPrade: (speaking to someone in dispatch room) " ... multiple I<JAs as well
... per Sgt O'Donnell ... mu!Uple .. killed in action .. Killed .. kil/ed in action
.. /' (speaking to O'Donnell) " .. ok"
O'Donnell: "Like I said we have multiple ... multiple ... you know ... deaths
here"
LaPrade: (yelling to dispatch mom) " ... multiple deaths he's saying .. "
(speaking to O'Donnell) "ok ... alright ... and some ...
Timmy Loomis wants t"o talk to you ... I have some kids that are t-rapped in
a couple of the rooms as well, nLtmber 24 ... "
O'Donnell: (interrupts) "In room number twenty four"
Together: "Number twenty four"
LaPrade: - .. it's at the back of the music room .. they're locked in the closet
... Qnd in room 23 .. two teachers and 16 kids .. they're ok and in the
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kindergarten class ... M•IM .. t cannot get a hold of her now though"
O'Donnell: (talking to someone else} "room 23, room 24"
LaPrade: " ... and then the kindergarten class"
O'Donnell: " ... and the kindergarten class"
LaPrade: 1M•IMshe was injured in the foot um hold on I'm going to give
you Timmy Loomis ... hold on"
LaPrade puts telephone call on hold and l oomis picks up {165)
loomis: 11Airight sarge ... " (unintelligible)
O'Donnell: "Uh. Timmy ... we're still searching .. "
Loomis: (interrupts) " ... you're the only one I could get contact with down
there"
O'Donnell: "I hear ya, I hear ya .. l'm in and out of the building, we have uh,
we have uh multiple in the double digits of death here ... so it's not good ..
we have .. were still clearing rooms .. we have one suspect .. one suspect
down .. deceased .. but we think there is a second shooter were not sure ..
there's multiple casings and magazine clips and weapons all around the
building here .. "
Loomis: "oK.. um .. do we have any description on this guy so we can put it.
.. "
O'Donnell: (interrupts} 11no, no the only thing 1 got was that plate .. that
plate J gave out to you .. f don't know if that's U1e car we t·hink the gunman
used"
Loomis: (interrupts) "'i:hat comes bacK to a female"
O'Donnell: 110/cay, yes that's the only thing we have .. run any males with
that last name ... "
(unintelligible)
Loomis: (interrupts) " .. out of Sandy HooK too .. "
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O'Donnell: 11ok, yeah see what we can get with that"
Loomis: "Alright"
O'Donnell: "0/(?11
Loomis: rryup, uhhh and you have a .. .people on scene that ... where they
are and what they're doing?"
O'Donnell: 11yeah we have (unintelligible) ... everybody's here Timmy ... t'
we got the .. "
Loomis: (interrupts) "wefllKnow that I'm just trying to get a ballpark of
where they are .. I don't have a schematic of the school"
O'Donnell: "no, it's just a big square .. giant..giant square ... um we got
people on the roof ... people in and out of every .. every door, every closet"
Loomis: "How about em outside perimeter? Do you think we need it?"
O'Donnell: "yeah .. no ... there's a perimeter set up .. we got guys
everywhere out there .. al/ different departments ... were .. were trying i·o
hoard all t:he kids together near the ambulances with Dennis J(eane and
Rachael Van Ness and the parents"
Loomis: "cause as far as I can see all our guys are in by the school ... we
don't have an oui·side perimeter in case that guy blows out"
O'Donnell: "yup 098 and 401 are the ones hy you know with the kids ... we
got so many guys out there .. / can see all the gray shirts .. / just can't tell you
who they are"
Loomis: "ok"
O'Donnell: "Alright?"
Loomis: "So we definitely know that t·his guy's still in t·he building?"
O'Donnell: "We think there's em other one in t·he building .. we have one ..
Loomis: (interrupts) "no other shots fired?"
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O'Donnell: "no ot·her shots fired and we have one deceased .. 11ve're not
sure about· a second shooter at this point"
Loomis: "oK"
O'Donnell: "ok?"
Loomis: "yup"
O'Donnell: "Alright' c·hanks Tim"
Loomis: "I'm gonna ... yup"
O'Donnell: "ok .. bye bye"
Call ends
10:13:20 {170) C. Brown (#039): "039 Troop A"
10:13:30 Brennan: "039"
10:13:33 C. Brown: "Coming up on 16, I'll be enroute"
10:13:37 Brennan: ''Roger"
10:13:39 Bartolotta (#161): "161 A thirty one"
10:13:42 Brennan: "Roger 161"
10:13:50 {172, 1) Nadeau: "138"

2nd half of recordings
10:14:06 (2) O'Donnell: "272 Troop A"
10:14:16 Nadeau: "272"
10:14:23 Davis: "098, Troop A"
10:14:25 Nadeau: "098"
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10:14:28 Davis: " ... just a perimeter .. any .. any more responding vehicles
have them help out with the segregation of the uh .. the kids ond the parents"
10:14:38 Brennan: "Roger"
10:14:53 (3) Nadeau: "138"
10:14:58 Van Ness: "138"
10:15:00 Nadeau: "Sorge, what's the name of that school again so I could get
someone else there with you or are you all set?"
10:15:06 Van Ness: "I'm all set. We got the school in lockdown, its Wesley
Learning Center 92 Church hill Rd ... (unintelligible)"
10:15:14 Nadeau: "Alright you oil set, you want another car?
10:15:17 Van Ness: ''uh we should be all set"
10:15:21 Nadeau: "ok"
Telephone call from O'Donnell to Binkowski
10:15:20 (6) Binkowski: "State Police Trooper Binkowski"
O'Donnell: "Hey Rick it's OD 272"
Binkowski: "Yes sarge"
O'Donnell: "We're clearing room 23 and 24 now"
BinlwwsKi: "Clear t'wenty ... "
O'Donnell: "You had that· on t·he list to clear ... were doing thai' as we
speak"
Binkowski: "Clearing 23 and 24, roger that"
O'Donnell: "lar .. large .. large mass groups of .. of kids coming out"
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Binkowski: "OK, large group of kids coming out"
O'Donnell: 11Yup"
Binkowski: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "0K"
Binkowski: "Yeah i'hanks"
O'Donnell: "Thanks"
Binkowski: "Bye"
10:15:40 (7) C. Brown (#SA2241}: liSA 2241 Troop A"
10:15:46 Nadeau: ''Go ahead"
10:15:49 C. Brown: "/got uh State's Attorney Murray with me .. uh is there
an area we can report to?"
10:15:58 Nadeau: //Have them go to the P.O.'/
10:16:03 C. Brown: "Roger"
10:16:01 Van Deventer (9531): "9531 (Troop I} L"
10:16:36 (10) Unknown: "Get another trooper for the uh parking lot by the
schoolfor a crowd here"
Telephone call from O'Donnell to Nadeau
10:17:26 (12) Nadeau: "State Police"
O'Donnell: "Hey it's OD again .... '02 ... just an FYI on the back side of this
building we have t·errible radio service ... "
Nadeau: (interrupts) "ok"
O'Donnell: " .... terrible radio service on the hack side"
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Nadeau: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "0K?"
Nadeau: "Alright sarge"
O'Donnell: "Yup, bye bye"
10:18:55 (17) Loomis: "272"
10:19:10 (18} Loomis: ''098"
Telephone call from Loomis to O'Donnell
10:19:10 {19) O'Donnell: "272"
Loomis: "Alright sarge, Tim"
O'Donnell: "What's up my man?"
Loomis: "Ahhh trying to figure out who's inside, who's outside ... "
n'oonnolj• 11Tim•ny thal'o1
Loomis: (interrupts) " ... oh I know I know hut they're asking me for
accountahi/it'y wise"
O'Donnell: "I mean I got ... I got ... I got. uh Sgt Sa!meri with me here ... I
got uh John McGeever with me here ... I got .. uh Wagnblas is here .. / got"
uh .. "
Loornis: "give me numbers"
O'Donnell: "McGeever's 837, Blumeni"hal's 690, two .. Joe {Salmeri) is
.207, .161"
Loomis: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "I'm uh .. Barto/ana's here ... / mean there are so many people in
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and out of the building ... they're bringing muli'ip/e people out"
loomis: "Yup"
loomis: "I got ... I got ESU .. boi'h tactical t·eam and bomb squad enroute to
you"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
Loomis: "urn I got· Trooper One trying to get into the air"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
Loomis: "urn ... any other news on second suspect?"
O'Donnell: "No nothing ... we're still clearing rooms .. we're hearing noises
like in some closets we think some kids are hidden there so we're trying t'o
get a set of keys"
Loomis: "Ok"
O'Donnell: " ... to open up closets .. we have one victim down which is the
shooter .. and I'll get you .. (
unintelligible}
Loomis: "What's he look like .. is it a kid? Guy?"
O'Donneii: "uh no we're assuming a guy .. they're saying like a male but we
don't have any description ... "
Loomis: "You don't have a descript'ion or anything ... cause that car comes
back to a Nancy Lazzy .. "
O'Donnell: "Nancy Lazzy?"
Loomis: "L A N Z A"
O'Donnell: "O K''
Loomis: " ... and it's a 2010 Honda civic .. black?"
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O'Donnell: (speaking to someone else) " .. 3440"
Loomis: "Why do you think that car's the suspect?"
O'Donnell: "That's .. t·hat's where .. uh there was a gun or something .. a
magazine right by that car"
Loomis: "A gun and a magazine by t·he car"
O'Donnell: " ... and thai· was parked right out front'"
Loomis: "Ok .. um ... we trying to get info on that' car .. if you got a
Newtown guy that may.be backlogged the 911 book on Nancy Lanza"
O'Donnell: "Uh yeah these guys are just i·he patrol guys here they're not.
they can call their dispatch and have them do that"
Loomis: "Oh they're not· answering their phone "
O'Donnell: "Ok yeah all these guys are just the patrol guys .. one guy is a Lt.
here"
Loomis: (interrupts) " ... you got i'wo Sergeants and a Lieutenant there?"
O'Donnell: "Yeah .. I only see one Lieutenant .. I haven't seen any of the
Sergeants"
Loomis: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "Alright I'm going to try to meet· up with 040 t'o let him know
about the tact teams and the bomb squad"
Loomis: "Yeah and if you con give me a count on who's in and who's oui"'
O'Donnell: "Ok"
Loomis: 11 ... and if we're si'i/1 searching it"
ODonnell: "Ok .. no we're definitely stilf searching room to room .. we're
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definitely going room to room"
Loomis: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
Loomis: "So you're inside going room to room"
O'Donnell: "I'm inside right now, yup"
Loornis: "Roger that"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
Together: "Bye"
10:19:23 (21) Loomis: "098"
10:20:06 (24) Unknown: " .... get off at 11"
10:20:14 Hofbauer: "040 Troop A"
10:20:17 Nadeau: "040"
10:20:21 Hofbauer: "Be aware but make sure that PJO knows something is
going on here"
10:20:26 Brennan: "Been advised already"
10:20:31 Nadeau: 11Roger sir already advised"
10:20:35 Hofbauer: "A roger"
10:20:40 Davis: 11098 you call?"
10:20:45 {25) Nadeau: "098, do we know how many people are in the
building? Our people?"
10:21:08 (26) Davis: " ... just be advised we may have two shooters and we
may have a suspect vehicle that they might have pulled up in..CT eightSandyHookJustice.com

seven-two- Yankee-echo- Oscar .. black Honda"
10:21:28 Rafferty: 11098 how many of our personnel are in the building
uhper ESU?"
10:21:34 Brennan: {breaks in) "Sandy Hook, registered to a female"0:21:38
Davis: "Unknown at this time"
10:21:42 Rafferty: "Roger, do you need uh extra CSP personnel on scene?"
10:21:50 Davis: 11We're a/! set with CSP personnel perimeter and inside .
.if any other people are coming we just need them for the mess outside with
the parents and the uh kids"
10:21:59 Rafferty: 11Roger''
10:22:04 Mingo {#081): 1181 Troop A we got assistance coming"
10:22:12 Brennan: 1'Roger 081"
10:21:20 C. Brown: 1'039 thirty one in the area"
10:21:26 Loomis: "Roger 39"
10:21:29 Unknown: (transmission cut off) 11• ../'m 31" (arrived)
(unintelligible transmission)
10:21:32 (30) Unknown: (transmission cut off) 11 •• .4 to A../'1/ be in the
area also to help with parents"
10:22:44 (31) Loomis: '1A cars responding to the scene .. it's stil! active .. A
cars responding stil!
active ... check in with 272 or 040 ... upon arriving at the scene"
10:23:14 (33) Delvecchia {#034): 1'034 to uh Troop A, we got the area
cordoned off so no vehicle can get out as well?"
10:23:22 Loomis: "Roger 034"
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10:23:27 (36} Brennan: 11425 or 560"
10:23:58 (37) O'Donnell: 11Large group coming out ... we should have a
large group coming out"
10:24:03 Loomis: 11Roger 272 large group coming out the front door"
10:24:15 (38) Loomis: ''174"
10:24:20 (39) Loomis: "A to 044 you're not coming through on your mobile"
10:24:31 (40) Nadeau: 11L to 315 .. 453?"
10:24:44 (41) Nadeau: "Troop L to 3.15"
10:24:49 Arbour (#315}: "315"
10:25:00 (42) Nadeau: "315 could you respond to Newtown for t-he active
shooting?"
10:25:06 Arbour: "Roger enroute, would you like 507 to respond as well?"
10:25:11 Nadeau: "Roger ... 453?"
10:25:21 (44) Nadeau: "Troop L to 453"
10:25:30 {45) Unknown: "Anybody driving 271UTLwe need to move it"
10:26:02 {47) J. Covello (#167): ".167 A"
10:26:07 Nadeau: "167 come in"
10:26:10.1. Covello: "Can you please rebroadcast' all .... " (echo drowns out
transmission)
10:26:19 Brennan: "167 there's too much echo in the background ... try it
again"
10:26:22 J. Covello: "Roger can you please rebroadcast all Western District
Major Crime personnei to go to the scene"
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10:26:33 Loomis: "Roger 167 we're gonna switch over to channel two or
channel eight. This is still an active scene .. keep the air clean"
10:26:47 Transmission is unintelligible
10:26:43 (49) Jagoda (#044): 1'44 to 40"
10:26:55 (50} FBI 20: "New Haven FBI 20 to Troop A on channel r
10:27:07 {52) Transmission is unintelligible
10:27:10 (53) Brennan: (cut off) 11FBI car"
10:27:13 FBI 20: 1'20 inbound at our location with uh UCONN ER
support...uh is there a link up point?"
10:27:24 Brennan: ('Stand by one let me find out where the uh staging area
is"
10:27:29 F3l 20: (Roger we also have sorne tactical outfits available ij"'
needed~~

10:27:36 Brennan: "Roger"

10:27:24 (54) Sordi (#560): "560's on"
10:27:34 Loomis: "560 use channel eight ... A to 272"
10:27:44 O'Donnell: "272 come in"
10:27:47 Loomis: "Roger ... a closet in the kitchen ... it has some victims ...
/et us know, we'll call the number so they know you're comin'"
10:28:02 Brennan: ''272"
Telephone call between LaPrade and O'Donnell
10:28:45 (53) LaPrade : ((Connecticut State Police ... Dispatcher LaPrade,
may I help you?"
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O'Donnell: aKaren, 00 again"
LaPrade: ((Hey"
O'Donnell: a .. got the cleaner's set of keys ... we're going through unlocked
closets looking for young children that might he in there .. secure"
LaPrade: aoK"
O'Donnell: aso we're doing thai' right' now and then we are going hack
around we1re going to do another whole perimet·er and we're gonna do
another search of the enUre building systematically again"
LaPrade: (LaPrade speaking to TFC loomis) ((Timmy" (LaPrade speaking
with O'Donnell) aok do you guys have the shooters or no?"
O'Donnell: ((No, we have one confirmed shooter now"
LaPrade: {interrupts) a ... you have one confirmed shooter ... you have 'em
in custody or is he dead?"
O'Donnell: ((He's .. he's dead, he's dead"
LaPrade: "l-Ie's dead" (turns to room "they have one confirmed shooter
dead")
O'Donnell: "We have one confirmed shooter dead .. we're still in the process
of .. c!ear .. a/1 the rooms have been looked at .. "
LaPrade: "All the rooms have been looked at (talks over O'Donnell} now
you're going through the ciosets {turns to room "t-his is Sgt O'DonneW')
O'Donnell: "Closets of the rooms again we're going to he doing everything
thoro .. thoroughmatically (sic) again"
LaPrade: "Ok alright, hut you don't have the other shooter?"
O'Donnell: "No and we can't even confirm there's a second one yet. We can't
confirm that"
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LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... you don't' know if. .. you can't confirm i'hat t·here
is a second?"
LaPrade: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "We found two sweaters and two weapons .. that's what
leads us to maybe believe"
LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... closet.. closets in the kitchen, Timmy says"
O'Donnell: " ... there was two shooters"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
taPrade: "cause I guess., "
O'Donnell: "Alright-"
LaPrade: "There's a kitchen too that t·here was somebody ... 10 or 12 people
in the kitchen area"
O'Donnell: "Alright"
LaPrade: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "After ... (talking to someone in the room) we're going to check
the kitchen ... there are people locked in the kitchen closet ... after this"
LaPrade: "OK"
O'Donnell: (Talking to someone in the room) "tell him to get a Newtown
guy .. we'll get there"
LaPrade: "0K, how many teams do you have in there?"
O'Donnell: "Uh we don't know how many kids we have in here?"
LaPrade: "Well how many teams do you have with you?"
O'Donne!!: "Oh god .. we have .. we have ... "
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LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... tact team was inquiring that's why. They are
coming down with the bomb squad"
O'Donnell: "Ok that.. (to someone in the room) How many t·act guys we
got· here?"
LaPrade: (speaking to the dispatch room) "he .. he doesn't know right now"
O'Donnell: "Right now there's two tact guys .. right now"
LaPrade : "Two taci' guys are with him righi" now"
O'Donnell: "!got Poach .. cmd what's ... what's uh .. Faughnan and Poach are
here"
LaPrade: (yells to room} "Faughnan and Poach are there right now .. with
him .. Faughnan and Poach are with him right now .. he doesn't know how
many teams he has with him rigM now .. but they're going to ... "
O'Donnell: (interrupts) "those are the only two tact· team guys with me ... "
LaPrade: (interrupts) "those are the only tact team guys you have wit"h you
right now ... ok .. alrighLso you're gonna .. "
O'Donnell: (interrupts) "BartoloUa .. l got Bartolotta .. Bartolotta"
LaPrade: " .. and Bart·olotta as well .. oK alright"
O'Donnell: {speaKing to someone else) "Yeah .. there's kids locked in the
kitchen ... "
O'Donnell: "Ok, were going to start clearing some rooms"
LaPrade: "Ok thanks Mike .. bye"
O'Donnell: "Yup, bye bye"
10:28:25 {56} Transmission unintelligible
10:28:41 (57) Binkowski: 11yeah 453r
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10:28:56 (59, 60} Nadeau: "044 you calling
10:29:00 Jagoda: 11Yeah1 Newtown locking down the other schools toor
10:29:05 Nadeau: 11Roger11
10:28:58 (61) Transmission unintelligible
10:29:02 (62} D'Eiia (#453): 114531
'
10:29:05 Binkowski: 11Roger suit up .. start heading down to Newtown ...
12 Dickerson Rd .. I'll throw it in your CAD 11
10:29:06 (63) Brennan: 115181 you collin?"
10:29:10 Roy (#518): 11Roger were looking for some guidance .. direction
off of 841 exitr
10:29:25 (64) Brennan: 11You're gonna take a left off exit 10 onto rte 34 ..
continue onto Riverside Road right on to Dickinson .. Dickerson Drive ...
number twelve'1
10:29:33 Roy: 11Roger on exit 1011
10:29:42 Brennan: 17roop A to the FBI unit that was calling"
10:29:47 FBI 20: 11FB/20 is on 11
10:29:50 Brennan: 11/f you can just respond to 12 Dickerson Drive .. they
have a staging area there .. In the front of the school"
10:29:58 FBI 20: 11Roger, thank you ... and with those directions, is it a
right off ojexit 10 to 34r
10:30:04 Brennan: 11Westbound exit 10 ... left onto Rte 34 ... continue onto
Riverside Rd .. .right onto Dickerson drive ... number twelve"
10:30:14 FBI 20: 11Roger, thank you"
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10:30:13 (67) Davis: 112 uh ... 098 Troop A"
10:30:16 Roach: 11098 come in"
10:30:20 Davis: "ESU arrived we're forming up to do a double check of the
building"
10:30:27 Roach: "OK roger ... one of the places is in the kitchen ... there's a
teacher and eighteen kids there"
Telephone call between LaPrade and O'Donnell
10:31:33 (68)LaPrade: "Connecticut State Police Dispatcher LaPrade"
O'Donnell: "f(aren it's me again ... we just· got 18 .. 18 kids out with some
uh, some adults out of this closet"
LaPrade: "Out of which closet?"
O'Donnell: "Out of the library closet ... library closet"
LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... the library closet?"
LaPrade: "0/<. .. "
O'Donnell: (still talking) "18 kids and about four adults"
LaPrade: " ..... so you got eighteen kids and four adults out of the library
closet·?"
O'Donnell: "Yeah"
LaPrade: "Ok"
O'Donnell: "Ok?"
LaPrade: "Alright thanks I\J1ike .. bye"
O'Donnell: "I got no .. / got no radio service on i"his side of the building ..
/'// be calling in by the .. "
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LaPrade: (interrupts) 11no you call in"
O'Donnell: 110K alright bye bye"
LaPrade: "Yup waitf v,;ait!"
O'Donnell: "Ok, go ahead"
LaPrade: "Rear of the kitchen ... there's a closet"
O'Donnell: "Yup"
LaPrade: "Teacher's in there with 18 students"
O'Donnell: (talking to someone in the room) "Yup behind the kitchen ...
i·eacher there with 8 or 10 kids ... in the kitchen oK?"
O'Donnell: (to Karen) ''Ok we'll do that right now"
LaPrade: (talking to someone in dispatch room) "Got the library kids out..."
(back to O'Donnell) "ok II
O'Donnell: "I'm going with the tact team"
LaPrade: "Alright"" (back to dispatch room) "I know they're out because I
talked to her already"
O'Donnell: "Ok"
LaPrade: "OK"
O'Donnell: "We're going through the kii"chen now with i"he i"act l'emn .. "
LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... going through the kitchen now with the i"aci'
team? A11vesome .. ok"
O'Donnell: "OJ<. .. alright bye"
LaPrade: "Thanks bye"
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10:32:08 (69) Macisco (#906): "906 to 1413 (Bennechi)"
(Can hear evidence of radios being keyed up, transmissions not coming
through)
10:32:17 Brennan: "174 you calling?"
Telephone call between Binkowski and Cario
10:32:22 {70) Binkowski: "State Police, Trooper Binkowski"
Cario: "Hey, this is Bill Cario"
Binkowski: "Yes sarge, what's up?"
Cario: "Pu ... put out on the air i·hat the ... there's ... there's no active shooting ... but personnel can continue this way cause we're going to need help
with crowd control"
Binkowski: "Ok, no longer active"
Cario: "Reduce your speed"
Binkowski: "No longer active ... reduce your speed ... but continue?"
Cario: "Right"
Binkowski: "OK boss"
Binkowski: "Yup"
Together: "Bye"
10:32:37 (72, 73) Unknown: "Let's put a guy on the end of this road ... keep
this .. uh road clear .. we don't want parents coming up here we need to get.
.. uh EMS out of here ... this is our only way .. Keep it clear"
10:32:51 Unknown: "Sergeant I'll (cutting in) ... uh ... take care of that for
me"
10:33:00 Unknown: unintelligible transmission
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10:33:07 (73) Brennan: "Troop A to all units ... Troop A to all units ..
Newtown PO commanding officer at the scene is stating that there's no
active shooting at this time ... no active shooting at this time"
10:33:54 Loomis: "A to all cars responding to the scene ... in Newtown ... all
cars responding to the scene .. the scene is not active
10:34:14 Unknown: 11(uninte!ligible) .... can we raise 1413 and get his
canine up front.
10:34:31 Brennan: 11Troop A to 1413''

Law Enforcement Dispatchers are our Lifeline when it comes
to officer’s safety and backup.
Every Police officer knows how to use the communication system
within a law enforcement agency and this is not how it works. Our
police dispatchers are our daily lifelines when it comes to
communication.
Every school today has a lock box out side the front door of the
school with master keys of the school enclosed in the event of the fire
department or a police department needing to enter the school in an
Emergency after school hours.
How have they forgotten that?
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Medical Negligence and NO Lawsuits. Why?
Radio Call Log (times in 24-hour format – hour:minute:second)
Black
911 Operators
Blue
Newton PD Radios
Red
CT State Police
Green
EMS
Violet
Newtown Fire Department
10:35:13 405 to EMS Command: “I want your medics; bring
automatic defibs to the Sandy Hook school.”
10:36:00 Newtown and all responders on scene, the scene
is not active”
So why then did they not allow the Paramedics and EMT’S
inside the Sandy Hook Elementary School?
We now know that the crime scene is completely safe.
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9:35:43 am Dec 14, 2012 first 911 calls come in to
Newtown Police Department and now it is 10:35:13 am
Dec 14, 2012 and we hear that 405 is requesting that
medics bring automatic (defibs) to the Sandy Hook
Elementary School.
Why?
What are they going to do with those defibs one hour
after the shooting supposedly started, JUMP START by
shocking each dead child and school staff member who
is supposedly dead by now?
Why No Trauma Helicopters with Trauma Doctors on
board from Hartford Trauma Center?
Negligence and NO Lawsuits.
Why?
Lets take a look at other facts.
HOW DID THE TWO CHILDREN SHOT AT SANDY HOOK
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND CLINGING TO LIFE GET TO
DANBURY HOSPITAL?
It all depends which sworn statements by Medical Services
providers or Police Officers you believe.
Here are there statements for you to judge.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
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SAFETYINVESTIGATION
REPORT (DPS-3.02-E) (REVISED 2/3/06)
CFS Report#: 1200704559 - 00256555
On 12/21/12, Detective Lukienchuk supplied me with a CD containing the
photos of Ct Reg. 114RNB taken by Sgt. Marcus of the Danbury Police
Department.
On 12/26/12, Sgt. Marcus supplied me with his supplementary report
regarding the processing of said vehicle. See attached report
and CD.
INCIDENT DETAILS:
On 12/21/2012 at approximately 1218 hours, I was requested to assist
Newtown PD/CSP with processing a vehicle that was involved in the Sandy
Hook Elementary School shooting that occurred on 12/14/2012
CSP case# 12-00704559.
l contacted Sgt. Josh Patlberg of CSP Major Crimes and was advised that a
Newtown Police Dept. vehicle, that was used to transport juvenile
victims (more than one) of this incident to Danbury Hospital, needed to
be photographed.
Who was the person that drove the juvenile victims from the Sandy
Hook Elementary School to Danbury Hospital in the back of the 2004
Ford Explorer and who was in the back cargo area helping to provide
medical care for the two juvenile victims?
This is incident is listed in a sworn police affidavit so it must be true.
So why did they also show two Ambulances A-2 and A-3 stating that
they transported the juvenile victims to Danbury Hospital?
I was also requested to check the vehicle where the victims were transported
for anything of evidentiary value, such as bullets or fragments.
This vehicle, described as a 2004 Ford Explorer bearing CT reg 114 RNB,
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was driven to Danbury Police HQ from Newtown Police Dept by Capt Bill
Darby of Manchester PD.
The juvenile victims were transported in· the rear cargo area of this vehicle.
I checked the rear cargo area and I observed a dried red colored substance,
consistent with blood, in the hinge area of the storage compartment of the
cargo floor.
This substance was photographed, with and without scale.
All photos were taken with the department's Canor130D digital camera I
searched the rear cargo area of this vehicle and ·did not locate anything else
of evidentiary value.
It should be noted that this vehicle was being used for business purposes by
Newtown PD since this incident occurred and may have been wiped down
prior to this process.
The digital images were secured on the crime scene electronic evidence
server.
A CD with these photographs was burned and provided to
Capt. Darby to be transported to Sgt. Pattberg.
The vehicle was then released back to Capt Darby. Prior to the vehicle
leaving HQ, I was contacted by Mike Katzmark of the Department of
Environmental Protection who requested that it be transported to the staging
area near the Sandy Hook Elementary School for decontamination.
This information was relayed to Capt Darby prior t.o his securing from
DPD HQ. No other action taken in this case at this time.
Capt. Darby is a police officer who works in Manchester CT how did he get
to Sandy Hook Elementary School so fast?
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Or the CFS document you are now looking at:Who do you believe?

To this date NO one knows the name of the school staff member who was
transported to Bridgeport Hospital. Why?
We know Hammond went supposedly to Danbury Hospital so why keep the
other school staff member a secret?
WHICH IS IT?
Who provided the medical care for the juvenile victims in the back
of the SUV cargo area while being transported to Danbury
Hospital?
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Ct is supposed to be the Constitution State.
How is this even possible?
Danbury Police block my entrance to the
United Way Western Ct.
Why?

SO MANY LIES
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How can somebody write a Press Release on Dec 14,
2012?
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It is never too early in raising funds for the supposed children
and school staff members who died at Sandy Hook Elementary
school on Dec 14, 2012.

Why would the parents of the supposed children who died at
Sandy Hook Elementary School on Dec 14, 2012 file complaints
with the CT Attorney General George Jespen?
The 20 supposed parents who suffered a tragic loss of a child
on Dec 14, 2012 through their attorney’s filed complaints with
the CT Attorney Generals Office seeking more money from the
donations the United Way Western Ct and the Sandy Hook
Promise Fund received from US and Worldwide donors.
They stated in the complaint letters and e-mails that they had
lost faith in both organization and no longer trust them as a
result of the poor payout for their lost child at Sandy Hook.
THEY DON”T WANT US TO KNOW.
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Look at their Face and ask Why No Law Suits?
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The CT Attorney General actually had to conduct a formal
investigation into these organizations.
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We learned that even his office failed in asking those supposed
parents as to why they have not filed a lawsuit if they feel they
needed more money.

Each parent received a check for $281,000 thousand dollars for
the loss of their supposed child at sandy Hook Elementary
School on Dec 14, 2012.
That was not enough?

Since when have parents who have lost a child in a school
death expected to be compensated by a non-profit organization
for the death of their child?
Why did they not file a lawsuit against the Newtown Public
Schools, the Newtown Police Department and Emergency
Services for not providing the proper medical care on Dec 14,
2012?
I went to Danbury CT to find out and this is what happened to
me at the United Way Western Ct.
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Eight Danbury Police Officers denied me access to the United Way
Western Ct and I even received a trespass to never return to their
private property.

The Danbury Police directed me that I was on private property and I
needed to immediately leave.

I can go on line if I wanted information about the United Way Western
CT.

The Federal laws in CT mean absolutely nothing to the Danbury Police
Department.

Public Disclosure and Availability of Exempt Organizations
Returns and Applications: Documents Subject to Public
Disclosure

What tax documents must an exempt organization make available for
public inspection and copying?
An exempt organization must make available for public inspection its
exemption application.
An exemption application includes the Form 1023 (for organizations
recognized as exempt under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3)),
Form 1024 (for organizations recognized as exempt under most other
paragraphs of section 501(c)), or the letter submitted under the paragraphs
for which no form is prescribed, together with supporting documents and
any letter or document issued by the IRS concerning the application.
A political organization exempt from taxation under section 527(a) must
make available for public inspection and copying its notice of status, Form
8871.
In addition, an exempt organization must make available for public
inspection and copying its annual return.
Such returns include Form 990 , Return of Organization Exempt From
Income Tax, Form 990-EZ , Short Form Return of Organization Exempt
From Income Tax, Form 990-PF, Return of Private Foundation, Form 990BL , Information and Initial Excise Tax Return for Black Lung Benefit Trusts
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and Certain Related Persons, and the Form 1065 , U.S. Partnership
Return of Income.
A section 501(c)(3) organization must make available for public inspection
and copying any Form 990-T, Exempt Organization Business Income Tax
Return, filed after August 17, 2006. Returns must be available for a threeyear period beginning with the due date of the return (including any
extension of time for filing). For this purpose, the return includes any
schedules, attachments, or supporting documents that relate to the
imposition of tax on the unrelated business income of the charity. See
Public Inspection and Disclosure of Form 990-T for more information.

They do not want you to know where the money is.
Why?

Why No Lawsuits if they are complaining about
the amount of money they should have
GOTTEN from the $ 27 Million of donations
from kind hearted people who actually cared
about their children and teachers.
Get involved now before it is too late for your
grandchildren and their children.
You owe it to them.
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WHY DID THE NEWTOWN CITY FIRST SELECTMEN LIORDA
AND THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT NOT DEMAND A
COMPREHENSIVE TOXIC WASTE DEMOLITION REPORT AS
REQUIRED BY STATE LAW BEFORE DEMOLOSHING SANDY
HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL?
THE CITY OF MONROE FOLLOWED STATE LAW WHEN THEY
JUST CONSIDERED DEMOLISHING A PUBLIC SCHOOL.
WHY NOT THE CITY OF NEWTOWN?
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CHALK HILL SCHOOL HAS BEEN CLOSED FOR OVER 18 MONTHS
AND ON DEC 14, 2012 THE DAY OF THE SHOOTING SOMEONE
ANNOUNCED THAT THE CHALK HILL SCHOOL WILL BE USED TO
HOUSE THE SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
AND SCHOOL STAFF.
HOW IS THAT EVEN POSSIBLE?
CHALK HILL SCHOOL ENVIORNMENTAL ASBESTOS HEALTH
REPORT SHOWS TOXIC LEVELS OF LEAD PAINT, ASBESTOS AND
PCP.
DO THE PARENTS NOT KNOW OR CARE ABOUT THEIR
CHILDRENS HEALTH?

Widespread Haz-Mat Presence
CHALK HILL SCHOOL IS A TOXIC SCHOOL WASTE DUMP AND
THE CITY LEADERS KNEW AGAIN:
Posted Dec 14, 2012
How is this even possible?
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It was posted in the Monroe Newspaper above that on
Dec 14, 2012 that all of the Sandy Hook Elementary
School children and school staff are moving to Chalk
Hill.
How is that even possible?
Executive Summary
This report is the result of a study commissioned by the Town of Monroe,
Connecticut to assess alternative cost options associated with mothballing or
demolishing Chalk Hill School, as it may become vacant after the end of the
2010/11 school year.
Hazardous Materials: Chalk Hill School has been vacant for over 18
months and on Dec 14, 2012 they are ready to open the school on the
day of the shooting at Sandy Hook.
It is not anticipated in either of the mothballing options that ACM, PCBs or
other hazardous materials would be disturbed, and therefore, not required to
be abated at this time.
In the event that the town chooses to perform additional renovations or
demolition, above and beyond what is suggested in this report, then the
project should be reevaluated for asbestos and PCB abatement
Requirements.
The community leaders of Monroe and Newtown have knowledge and are
willfully and intentionally being complicit in the outrages event using
children and school staff as props in this unbelievable Illusion.
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20150308195341/http://www.sandyhookjustice.com:80/i…
Home

Sixteen Questions

Information

Contact Us

Sandy Hook Justice
(352) 729-2559
Invest in seeking the Sandy Hook truth.
"A thinking person will question what he hears; examine what he sees;
and evaluate what others would have him believe."
- Nathan M. Bickel

For Sandy Hook photos, documents, and other information, scroll down!

WHO IS WOLFGANG HALBIG?

Wolfgang Halbig has lived a life of serving the public as law enforcement officer, school official, safety
expert.

Formerly the Executive Director of the National Institute for School and Workplace Safety, Wolfgang
Halbig has recently formed a new safety and security company, WK & Associates. Previous to founding
NISWS, Mr. Halbig worked in public education as a teacher, dean, assistant principal, principal, director of
an alternative school and as the Director for School Safety and Security of the Seminole County Public
Schools, a school district of approximately 65,000 students.
Mr. Halbig also has law enforcement experience as a former Florida State Trooper in Miami, Florida, and
as a United States Customs Inspector. As a result of his unique background in both law enforcement and
education, Mr. Halbig has been invited to provide presentations and keynotes to a variety of audiences,
including the National Education Law Conference, the National School Board Association, the Oklahoma
School Board Association, the Illinois School Board Association, the New York State School Board
Association and the Florida School Board Association.
A nationally recognized school safety and security expert and consultant, he has provided safety training
and school assessments for more than 8,000 school districts nationwide.

Wolfgang Halbig speaks to the
Florida Senate Task Force on School Safety in 1999

Mr. Halbig has also been
featured on NBC's
Dateline and CBS' Good
Morning America.
Halbig earned his B.S.
from Abilene Christian
University, Abilene TX,
and his M.S. from Nova
University in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL.

INFORMATION ON THE SANDY HOOK MYSTERY

Does this window look as though 16 uniformed, armed and equipped state troopers entered through it?

Wolfgang Halbig Interview on
Infowars -2-20-2014
from Harold Saive

PLUS

26:30

Wolfgang Halbig Interview on Infowars -2-20-2014 from Harold Saive on Vimeo.

Read the full CT Department of Public Safety's detailed call report: CTCallReport

Lanza's BMW
Does this look like a 2009 BMW that has been on the road traveling from Sandy Hook on Dec 11, 2012 to
NH and back to Sandy Hook on Dec 13, 2012 arriving home at 10:00 pm?
NO dirt on any part of the car with unbelievable weather condtions during those three days.

To read the full article, click here

Contribute now to help fund the finding of the Sandy Hook Truth
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Unknown Title
8-10 minutes

Education:
Master of Science
Administration and Supervision, 1985, Nova University
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Bachelor of Science
Secondary History and Physical Education, 1973
Abilene Christian University, Abilene, TX
Work Experience:
Executive Director for the Children’s Safety Institute
2012-current
www.childrenssafetyinstitute.com
National School and Workplace Safety Consultant
Expert Witness, Risk Assessments, 1995 - current
Lake County Public Schools
Director of Risk Management, 2005 – Current
Seminole County Public Schools
Assistant School Principal. Sanford Middle School, 2004-2005

National Institute for School and Workplace Safety
Executive Director and National School Safety Consultant, 1999
School and Workplace Safety Expert Witness Consultant, 1999Seminole County Public Schools
Director of Safety and Security, 1995-1999
• Direct and evaluate the district’s safety and security risk reduc
• Coordinate special security needs as deemed necessary for pu
• Work with and train school administrators, faculty, staff and st
school to ensure proper security and safety measures are imple
to employees, property and facilities.
• Evaluate and work with purchasing officer to acquire security e
appropriate to the safety and security needs of the school distri
• Implement methods of storing and transporting school funds a
• Update and administer in-service training programs for employ
and security responsibilities
• Serve as a district contact person to provide or coordinate in-s
student groups on various prevention aspects of school safety a
• Serve as a safety and security consultant during the planning a
and renovating school facilities
• Act as a liaison with all public safety authorities and school res
all matters affecting school safety and security
• Assist with investigations relating to allegations of employee m
requested by the Ombudsman
• Document the results of special security investigations in repo
Ombudsman for review and proper action. Participate in the tra
offered to increase the individual’s skill and proficiency related t
• Assist with all background screening processes required as co
employment
• Advise the Superintendent/Ombudsmen regarding all security
• Assist with the Save-A-Friend Hotline Program, including scree
proper notification to the appropriate schools, law enforcement

social services agencies
• Conduct safety and security prevention and intervention prese
community groups and organizations on behalf of the Seminole
Board
Educational Leadership Experience:
Seminole County Public Schools
Project Director/School Principal and Co-Designer of Project Exc
• Designed and established computer assisted instructional cur
Students who have been expelled from the Seminole County Pu
system.
• Designed an innovative entry and exit policies and procedures
Project Excel on behalf of the school board, superintendent, par
community
• Managed the program staff, student’s and facilities by providin
healthy learning environment, directing personnel, design class
counsel, evaluating students daily needs, parent conferences an
selecting the appropriate services for all students and staff assi
basis.
Assistant Principal - Lake Mary High School, 1993-1994
• Administrator responsible for a 65-acre school facility with 28
• Mediated conflicts between staff, students and parents.
• Conducted due process investigations.
• Administrator responsible for school discipline, drop-out preve
suspension, Science Department, Physical Education, Life Mana
Education and all athletic programs, school security and School
• School District Committee member reviewing all secondary sc
programs for report to the School Board
• Evaluated and planned for a more efficient athletic budget
• Assisted in in-service training for principals and assistant princ
with weapons and school searches

Assistant Principal, Lyman High School, 1990-1993
• Managed the school plant facilities, provided for a safe, health
working environment by evaluating needs, identifying and selec
services and personnel, implementing preventative day-to-day
cleaning schedules and directing personnel
• Served as an evaluator on the Southern Association for College
the ten year study at Evans High School
• Administrator responsible for discipline, drop-out prevention,
suspension, Physical Education, Life Management, Drivers Educ
security and School Resource Officers Program
• Coordinated air-conditioning replacement as well as asbestos
throughout Lyman High School
• Directed and developed plans for improving the quality of athle
• Developed a committee to prepare a video for staff developme
violence in schools by bringing together a school board member
union, school administration and the Sheriff’s office
• Completed the district in-service training program for success
educational mentorship pool
• Assessed needs and wrote plans for capital improvement
• Served on committee to establish school improvement plans
• Involved in training programs for teachers relating to cooperat
collaboration, became a trainer in David Lane effective teaching
• Participated in local, state and national professional organizat
host at the National Association of Secondary School Principals
• Assisted in creating a committee of school personnel to study
ethnic differences and to find ways to promote increased minor
school activities
• Planned and administered budget for yearlong maintenance a
functions
• Managed the school inventory system and coordinated with di
removal of items as needed
• Designed and implemented landscape projects for campus be

Dean of Students, Lake Brantley High School, 1985-1990
• Responsibilities involved school discipline and the safety and s
school campus
• Girls Varsity Soccer, Head Coach
• State committee member-Drivers Education legislation
• Served on numerous committees dealing with student attenda
discipline and at-risk programs
Marion County Public Schools
Vanguard High School, Teacher/Coach, 1975-1983
• Taught history, government and economics in secondary high s
• Served as head football, baseball, tennis, golf and wrestling co
• Served on Southern Association for Colleges and Schools for te
Ocala Vanguard High School
State of Florida
State Trooper, 1974-1975
• State Trooper-graduated from academy in Tallahassee, FL
• Assigned Miami, FL duty station
• Assigned presidential details Key Biscayne-President Nixon
United States Customs
Customs Inspector, 1993-1994
• United States Customs Inspector, Orlando International & San
International
• Worked with foreign and American travelers in inspection dutie
Airports
United States Air Force, 1967-1970

• Strategic Air Command
• Combative Measures Instructor
• Disaster Preparedness Instructor
• Physical Fitness Specialist
Community Service
• Board Member - Seminole Soccer Club
• Board Member - Seminole County Parks and Recreation Board
• National Coaches Association
• Florida Coaches Association
• National Association of School Safety and Law Enforcement Of
• State of Florida School Safety Commission appointment by Go
• Board Member National Association of School Safety and Law
• City of Orlando Mayor’s Commission on School Safety and Sec
• College and High School Basketball Official
• Active in all youth sports programs.

